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This research is an interdisciplinary, qualitative study of youth identity in two co-
educational secondary schools with diverse student populations, in central Cape 
Town. Combining sociological and psychological perspectives, it seeks to understand 
how young South Africans are making sense of their place in the world, and in the 
history of their country, through exploring the way in which identities are being 
constructed on the site of the individual. It seeks to identify what discursive and 
imaginative resources young South Africans are drawing upon in the construction of 
their identities, how the (racialised) discourses from the past are working through 
them, and how they are negotiating new ways-of-being. Discourse analysis was 
combined with narrative methods; the former determined the discursive environment 
in which the students are embedded, and the latter investigated how individuals are 
positioned within this environment, and how they interact with this positioning. 
Focus groups in the schools formed the first phase of the research, followed by 
intensive individual interviews with six key participants. In order to understand the 
complexity of identity processes, the identity narratives of six individuals are the main 
focus of this research. Narrative methods were used to interrogate actors' own 
meanings in the construction of their identities, and a principal concern was to explore 
how participants understood, and narrated, their own identities. The intersubjective, 
embodied, and imaginative construction of identities was incorporated into the 
research. What became apparent was the way in which racialised discourses continue 
to dominate the post-apartheid landscape. However, racial signifiers are becoming 
increasingly confused, and students are resisting the positions to which they are being 
called. These individuals are negotiating their way through complex fields of 
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Chapter I: Introduction 
'We are aware (~llhe pelT(fsil'e clIIllIral lJleallings alld .sYlJlhols ill all 
hllman aclion, e.speciaIZJ' ill the cOlllexl (!l dimporic comlllllnilies and Ihe 
horder/and, (!l '/~l'hrid' idelltities ill Ihe lie II' glohal prmpecls (~f lale 
modern capilalism. ihis is e.specially clear ill SUllth A.fi-ica, which is an 
exetllplw:l' case (~f the post-colonial, the dia.sporic, the IJlllltiClfltllral alld 
mllitiracial society.' (Thornton, 2000) 
At the beginning of a new century, identity processes in South Africa speak 
to some of the most challenging and critical questions of the contemporary era. After 
the demise of apartheid, the (controversial) image of South Africa as a multicultural 
"rainbow nation' was promoted nationally and internationally. symbolising the 
triumph of the struggle against racial and colonial injustice However, nearly fourteen 
years after the first democratic elections, the image of the 'rainbow nation' is proving 
hard to maintain, with South Africans continuing to live largely separate lives, in a 
pattern of racialised inequality that is mirrored around the world. How are young 
South Africans making sense of their place in this society. and in the history of their 
country'! Research into youth identities in contemporary South Africa is vital for 
exploring how the discourses of the past are infusing the present, yet also how young 
individuals are creatively engaging with resources of the present to assert their own 
sense of themselves. This study explores the identity narratives of six young South 
Africans. born at the time of Nelson Mandela's release from prison. who are now 
entering adulthood. Using narrative methods, this research traces the processes by 
\vhich they have come to understand themselves and their relation to the world, and 
reveals the ways in which they are reproducing, resisting, and refashioning racialised 
identities. negotiating and constructing new ways-of-being for themselves. 
After 1994 the South African government and private sector fully engaged 
in global economic markets. South Africans were to experience dramatic changes to 
their everyday lives, in terms of access to goods, media, styles and ideas from across 
the globe. As the post-apartheid generation is coming into adulthood, South Africa is 
an 'exemplary' society as it forms a critical site for the study of post-colonial, post-
modern identities. This research is informed by post-colonial theories of race, 
identity, and culture, in sociology, cultural studies, and critical social psychology. It 
is only through combining all these perspectives that a deeper understanding of the 










Research in multiracial educational contexts in South Africa has shown how 
racial difference is being rearticulated as cultural difference, reinforcing racialised 
identities and segregation (Dolby, 2001; Erasmus and De Wet, 2003; Soudien, 2004b, 
2007). However, these studies all show that multiple and contradictory discourses are 
operating, making room for new ways-of-being to come into existence. Research into 
urban youth culture shows the emergence of new identities which draw heavily upon 
globalised popular culture (Dolby, 2001; Nuttall, 2004a; Salo, 2004). Soudien 
(2004b) argues that there is a need for research that investigates the processes of 
meaning-making in which individual subjects/agents/actors are engaged, in the 
formation of identities. This study looks at how these new ways-of-being are 
produced and performed at the site of the individual; that is, how these processes are 
lived by individuals in the construction of their identities. In-depth exploration of the 
individual narratives of young South Africans is therefore critical in contributing to 
an understanding of why and how the cultural currents and new identities documented 
by Dolby (2001), Nuttall (2004a) and Salo (2004) are emerging. 
This research is framed by a social constructionist account of identity, which 
considers the role of discourse and power in shaping identities. It is concerned to 
articulate the way in which discourses work on the subject, fixing their identities, as 
well as to investigate the ways in which individuals interact with their discursive 
positionings, and the ways in which this process is unique to each and every 
individual. As argued by Giddens (1991: 14), self-identity is a reflexive project, 
shaped by the society and circumstances in which we find ourselves, and all the 
experiences we have had in life: 'Each of us not only 'has', but lives a biography 
reflexively organised in terms of flows of social and psychological information about 
possible ways oflife'. This research aims to identify the possible ways oflife that are 
being presented to young South Africans, and how they are working with these to 
construct identities that resonate with their experiences. 
The study was based in two coeducational public schools in central Cape 
Town, attended by students from diverse geographical and social locations. In-depth 
qualitative methods and analysis were used to explore the identity narratives of six 
individuals, to see what discursive and imaginative resources they are drawing on in 
making sense of who they are, and want to be, and the role that being in a diverse 
learning environment plays in this. This research is therefore not attempting to be 










small group of individuals to explore the complex and difficult ways in which each 
individual is negotiating their identities in everyday life, amongst friends, family and 
peers. 
Based on extensive individual interviews, this research explores the stories 
that young South Africans are telling of their lives and how they have come to be who 
they are, and the texture of the many identities that they are having to live 
simultaneously, in the midst of an immensely diverse and rapidly changing society. It 
aims to shed light on the way in which 'race' is currently operating in South African 
society, on questions of intergenerational dynamics and social change, and on the 
globalisation and creolisation of identities. Youth identity in South Africa is of 
critical concern because it can give us a glimpse into the possible futures of this 










Chapter 2: Theoretical Positioning and Literature Review 
' ... actually identities are ahout questions (!f usinK the resollrces (!fhistory, 
languaKe and culture in the process (!f hecoming rather than heing: not 
'who we are' or 'where w'e came from', so milch as what we might 
hecome, hmt' H'e have heen represented and hoH' that hears on how Ive 
miKht represent ourselves' (Hall, 1996:4) 
Identity as a 'process of becoming' is the central concern of this research; 
identity not as a retrospective act, but as an active owning of the present and future, 
by young South Africans, as they make sense of where they are and who they want to 
be. The 'resources of history, language and culture' in South Africa are particularly 
diverse and potent, imbued with deeply contested historical and political meanings. 
This chapter wilI first present the theoretical perspective on identity that this research 
adopts, and then offer a literature review of recent studies concerned with youth 
identity in contemporary South Africa, ilIustrating the complex fields of meaning that 
young South Africans are negotiating daily. FinalIy, it wilI summarise the key 
questions that this research hopes to answer. 
Identity 
Whilst different cultures have never existed as bounded, autonomous 
entities, and the history of human beings is one of histories of migration, the post-
colonial era of late modernity has seen dramatic increases in the global movement of 
people, capital, and cultures, and collective social identities have been increasingly 
destabilised (Giddens, 1991; Goldberg, 2002; HaIl, 1997; Wicker, 1997). As a 
consequence, and with the influence of feminist and post-structuralist thought from 
the 1960s onwards, the concepts of 'culture' and 'identity' have undergone intense 
interrogation, and come to play central roles in sociology, cultural studies, and social 
psychology. Cooper and Brubaker (2005) argue that the term 'identity' has been 
stretched beyond its capacity for meaning, and is so problematic that it must be 
rejected as a term for academic analysis. Whilst the study of identity is fraught with 
theoretical and methodological issues, the aim should not be to fix the definition of 
'identity', but to pursue the complexity of meanings around it, for, as Hall (1996:2) 
argues, identity is 'an idea which cannot be thought in the old way, but without which 










Current theorisations suggest that one is not born' having' a certain I/olllral 
identity, but rather each individual is engaged in a continuous process of 'becoming' 
(Cooper and Brubaker, 2005; Crossley, 1996; Hall, 1996) This applies to sexuality, 
'race', class, cultural and ethnic affiliations, and all forms of identification. The 
common usage of gender, 'race', and class as the three critical vectors of difference 
has come under criticism; even if one adds other factors such as age, language group, 
location, disability, and sexual orientation, this still works to essentialise identity as 
being constituted by categories, and fails to articulate the temporally shifting identity 
trajectories and lived experiences of individuals (Hall, 1997; Lorbiecki and Jack, 
2000; Yep, 2001) Individuals occupy many such positions simultaneously, and in 
shifting configurations. Identities are therefore multiple, fluid, non-unitary, 
contradictory and fractured, continually reconstructed and il1 process as individuals 
move between the different spheres of their lives, in terms of social relations, time, 
and spaces (Calhoun, 1994; Crossley, 1996; Hall, 1996; Wildman and Davis, 2000; 
Woodward, 1997; Young, 2000; Zegeye, 2001). 
Discourses, and the power relations informing those discourses, structure the 
systems of meaning in which we are embedded, and are formative in the construction 
of subjectivity and identity (Calhoun, 1994; Hall, 1996; Henriques, 1998; Woodward, 
1997). Discursive psychology has been criticised for not taking into account the role 
of subject agency and creativity in identity formation (Henriques, 1998) However, 
Hall (1996) and Crossley (1996) show us that, whilst many of Foucault's followers 
may not have made this leap, his later work did open up the question of "the subject", 
its relation to discourse and its reflexive relation to selt~ and thus the production of the 
self as object (identity construction). Whilst post-structuralism deconstructed the 
notion of a unitary, rational subject, 'the subject' did not cease to exist, but needed to 
be re-theorised (Henriques, 1998:ix). 
Hall (1996:2) argues that 'it seems to be in the attempt to rearticulate the 
relationship between subjects and discursive practices that the question of identity 
recurs'. Theorising identity is theorising the ways in which individuals respond to 
and engage with the mesh of discursive locations in which they find themselves; how 
they 
'idcntify (or do not idcntify) "ith thc 'positions' to \\ hich they are summoncd ... hO\\ 
thcy fashion. stdisc. producc and 'pcrform' thcsc positions. and \\hy thcy ncycr do 
so complctcl~. for oncc and all timc. and somc neyer do. or arc in a constant. 










normatiyc or rcgulativc niles with vvhich they confront and rcgulatc thcmselycs. In 
short. what rcmains is thc requircment to think this rclation of subjcct to discursiyc 
formations os on artic1IIo/ion." (Hall, 1996: 14) 
Here, Hall is drawing on Laclau and Mouffe's (1985: 1 05) concept of articulation, 
which is 'any practice establishing a relation among elements such that their identity 
is modified as a result of the articulatory practice'. Identity is the relationship 
between those discourses that are speaking to us and the way that we identify with 
(consciously and unconsciously), and therefore invest in, them. It is only in the 
investment that meaning is given to these discourses, and they are activated in our 
own lives and identities, and it is only through this relationship that discourses and the 
subjects come illlo heing. 
This fine-tuning of our understanding of identity has resulted in the 
foregrounding of 'identification' as a preferable term (Cooper and Brubaker, 2005; 
Hall, 1996). The word 'identity' sets the trap for essentialism as it connotes 'internal 
sameness' and 'bounded groupness' (Cooper and Brubaker, 2005:71). 'Identification' 
captures the element of process, and points towards the active role of the individual 
subject within that process (ihid). In the process of 'identification' there is never a 
total fit between elements (Hall, 1996: 3), hence the fraught nature of identities. It is 
at this point that Hall draws in Derrida's notion of d{fferance, which holds that 
meaning can never be completed or fixed, that a total fit can never be accomplished, 
and hence there is always a 'slippage' (Woodward,1997:21). This 'slippage' accounts 
for the continual effort of identity, as the cracks in the fit of discourses to subject must 
be continually worked upon. 
Narrative 
'such a complex and fleeting construction as human identity the self in 
time . can ol7ly exist as a narrative construction Without the narrative 
fahric, it seems d?fficult to think qf human temporality and historicity at 
al/ ... narrative proves to be a supremely appropriate means for the 
exploration (?f the self or, more precisely, the COllstruction (~f seh'es in 
cllltural contexts (!f time and space' (Brockmeier and Carbaugh, 2001: 15) 
'Identity' as a concept came into being with the rise of modernity, not 
because it had not 'existed' beforehand, but because of a dissolution of traditional 
ways of knowing and being (Bauman, 1996; Calhoun, 1994; Giddens, 1991). 'One 










with identity-building offering the escape route trom this uncertainty Shotter 
(1993: 189), in contemplating identity in the post-modern era, asks: 
'If life has become an imprO\isatory art and adjusting to discontinuity is not an 
idiosyncratic problem of one's o\\n. but the emerging problem of our time, \\hat is 
imohed in becoming the authors of our O\\n liyes') What are our sources of selP' 
Bauman (1996) argues that the 'modern life strategy' of identity-building has been 
followed by a post-modern reaction in which individuals resist being ~bound and 
fixed' to certain identity categories He presents the metaphors of ~the stroller, the 
vagabond, the tourist and the player' as representing this post-modern moment. The 
stroller meanders through shopping malls, browsing for pleasure, and consuming 
television images in a similar manner~ the masterless vagabond has nowhere to settle~ 
the tourist seeks thrills from the strange, with 'home' being both a shelter and a 
prison; players rely on luck to see them through unpredictable times (Bauman, 1996). 
The different characterisations represent different strategies of copll1g in the 
contemporary age 
Individuals 'create a range of narrative strategies 111 relation to their 
discursive environments' (Chase, 2005:657), and in response to the power relations in 
which they are embedded. The paragraph below summarises a narrative conception 
of identity, which echoes the aforementioned critique of the categorical approach: 
'While a social identity or categorical approach presumes internally stable concepts, 
such that under normal conditions entities \vithin that categor:- \\ill act predictably. 
the narrative identity approach embeds the actor \\ithin relationships and stories that 
shift O\er time and space and thus preeludes categorical stability in action' (Somers 
and Gibson. 1994:65) 
A narrative is not a statement or description of identity, but constitutes action in the 
construction of the self; ~when someone tells a story, he or she shapes, constructs, and 
performs the selt~ experience, and reality' (Chase, 2005657). If identity is the 
relationship between discourses and the subject, then narrative is the efforts of the 
subject to understand and define this relationship; identity is ~that which is narrated in 
one's own self (Hall, 1997:49). Narrative therefore constitutes a subject's self-
identity, and this self-identity 
'has to be routinely created and sustained in the reflexiye actiyities of the 
indiyidual. Self-identity is not a distinctiye trail. or e\en a collection of traits. 
possessed by the indi\iduaI. It is the sel/as re(1exively 1Inderstood by the JJerson in 
terms o/her or his hiography' (Giddens, 1991:52. italics author's 0\\11). 
Identity as strategies of the self in understanding personal histories and positionings is 
a central concern of this research. In addition, narratives constitute moral statements 










(Freeman and Brockmeier, 200 I) The question is, therefore, what strategies young 
individuals are engaging in their construction of self-identity, and what system of 
values underpin these actions, at this moment in time in South Africa. 
Parallel to developments in narrative theory has been the emergence of 
positioning theory in psychology, which highlights similar elements in identity 
processes. The more static concept of 'roles' is replaced with that of 'positions', a 
flexible term which can accommodate the ever-changing nature of identities (Harre 
and Slocum, 2003: 126-7). Positioning theory interrogates the 'local moral orders' of 
specific situations, uncovering how individuals are positioned within them, how that 
limits their actions, what different actions mean in that context, and what 'storylines' 
frame this meaning (Harre and Moghaddam, 2003). 
However, this research focuses on how individuals understand themselves, 
and so adopts a narrative approach. A narrative approach to identity gets close to the 
subject, illustrating the many discourses, relations and positionings the subject is 
negotiating, as well as their active role in the construction of their reality. This 
closeness allows for levels of depth and complexity that cannot be reached by other 
approaches. Whilst narrative research can entail a search for patterns within identity 
categories, the very nature of narrative work ensures that the particularity of each 
individual and the complexity of their identity will be able to emerge, and so the 
discourses that work to 'fix' individuals within categories are subverted (Chase, 
2005). 
Imaginaries 
Stories involve imagination, and many theorists of identity have come to 
recognise the critical role that imagination and imaginaries play in the subject's active 
construction of their identities (Crossley, 1996; Hall, 1996; Henriques, 1998; Shotter, 
1993). Hall (1996:4) argues that the fictive nature of these connections in no way 
undermines their 'discursive, material political effectivity'. 'The imaginary' must 
enter the theoretical vocabulary of identity for the following reason: 
'wc nccd talk of "thc imaginary", because discourses work to producc rather than 
simply to reflect thc 'objccts' to which thc \\ords uttcrcd within them sccm to refer: 
\\C need a way of talking about (indicating) thcir transitional status, their only as yet 
partial cxistcnce' (Shotter, 1993: 199). 
That is, we need the concept of 'imaginaries' to describe 'entities' which have not yet 










mind of the individual, are constituted through the intersubjective generation of 
meaning (Crossley, 1996) Whilst 'non-locatable', they are nevertheless 'real' in that 
they enable action, achieving 'reproducible results', as they allow individuals to share 
meaning and generate belonging; most critically, fleW belongings, making them 
'sources of continuous, unforeseeable creativity and novelty', and thus a vital element 
of culture (Shatter, 1993199). In a similar vein, Hall (1996), Henriques (1998) and 
Shatter (1993) all critique approaches to identity, including narrative, that exclude the 
consideration of unconscious processes. This, however, falls out of the scope of this 
research as I want to focus on how the participants themse/l'es understand and 
construct their identities. 
Henriques (1998:xv) also argues that narrative and discursive approaches to 
the construction of subjectivity fail to take into account 'the effects of practices and 
relations, as opposed to words', on an individual's identity. There is a failure to 
consider the materiality of the subject's lives and 
·the intermingling of bodies and eonseiousncsscs in actions that performati'cly 
institute \\ays of being and doing. that is to say. that performati,e!y produce 
particular identities and subjeetiyities' (ihid) 
Several writers have shown how this materiality does exist within discursive and 
narrative conceptualisations of identity (Bourdieu, 200 I; Crossley, 1996; Henriques, 
1998; Hetherington, 1998). What is required is not an introduction, but an expansion 
of the role the following two concepts play in the constitution of subjectivity: 
intersubjectivity (the intermingling of consciousnesses) and embodiment (and of 
bodies) 
Intersubjectivity 
For Foucault, power does not exist in and of itself, but only through the 
actions of people upon other people (Crossley, 1996; Hall, 1996) Discourses are 
shared meanings, with that meaning being generated heMeefl human beings, who 
produce the social world through their interaction, and thus 'the force of power is an 
intersubjective force based on meaning' (Crossley, 1996137) Consequently, power 
does not determine how people will act, but instead acts upon and influences their 
choices for action (ihid). This is again important in countering the notion that 
discursive analysis neglects agency and creativity (and thus resistance), that 










Subjects not only are positioned within discourses, but are actively involved 
in the generation and sedimentation of discourse. The social world and the individual 
subject are inextricably interlinked, and one cannot be divorced from the other. 
Crossley's (1996) work on intersubjectivity illustrates the complexity of how we are 
situated not simply within discourses, but within discourses created and lived by 
human beings. The intersubjective nature of power, and its influence on the process 
of identities, must be considered in the context young people growing up in diverse 
societies in which they are faced with a plethora of perspectives and meanings in their 
daily interactions with others. 
Embodied subjectivities 
'the habitus makes coherence and necessity 0111 (!i accident and 
continxency' (Bourdieu, 2001:542) 
The body is hotly contested terrain in the discussion of identity; as the locus 
of debate between biologically determinist and social constructionist schools of 
identity, as the site for the marking of difference in the construction of the 'Other', 
and as formative of the experience of subjectivity and identity (Crossley, 1996; 
Henriques, 1998; Giddens, 1991; Woodard, 1997; Young, 1990) Post-structuralist 
critiques moved away from the mind/body, individual/social dualisms to emphasise 
the way in which subjectivity is constituted by bodily, relational and emotional 
expenences (Crossley, 1996; Henriques, 1998), which I believe can be explored 
through narrative methods. Merleau-Ponty locates subjectivity in the body, as 
opposed to in the 'mind' or 'consciousness' (Young, 1990:147). Consequently, the 
body is not simply a 'container' for the 'mind', or 'self, but is a 'material and psychic 
space in interaction with others and with the material environment' (Henriques, 
1998:xvi). 
Bourdieu's (2001) writings have been vital in theorising the way in which 
subjectivities are constructed intersubjectively and through bodily experience. Each 
body carries different meanings with it, and this results in the differential structuring 
of 'habitus' out of the 'accident' of which body a subject finds themselves occupying 
Habitus is 'a subjective but not individual system of internalised structures, schemes 
of perception, conception and action common to all members of the same group or 
class' (Bourdieu, 2001:541), and produces embodied practices that constitute and 










difference results in the confinement of different subjects to different positions, and 
thus the development of different 'habitus'. Therefore, the body is 'the always-
already marked monument inscribed with the values and the history of particular 
cultures', and' one cannot assume an essential sameness of human subjectivity across 
cultures or gender' (Henriques, 1998:xv), or indeed, time. Consideration of the 
specific meanings attached to different signifiers on bodies that are 'always-already 
marked', and the effect this has on the experience of identities, is vital in the South 
African context, where 'race' is the persistent signifier of difference. In addition, in 
the contemporary era the body has increasingly become the site for the construction 
and expression of self-identity (Giddens, 1991 ~ Woodard, 1997) Consideration of 
embodied subjectivities and bodily practices are an essential element of any study of 
identity 
This research will therefore be framed by a conceptualisation of identity as a 
process of hecoming, which is continually shifting according to where in the 
constellation of relations, symbols, and discourses the (embodied) subject finds 
themselves, and how they interact with this. 
Youth Identity in South Africa 
What is happening to identity processes in this 'exemplary case of the post-
colonial, the diasporic, the multicultural and multiracial society'') (Thornton, 
200047) South Africa represents a particularly complex moment in the history of 
humanity; a country struggling to free itself of a racist past, composed of diverse 
peoples and cultures of African, European and Asian descent, and imbibing the 
globalised flow of commodities and cultural systems of the contemporary era. Post-
apartheid South Africa forms a critical site for contestation around the meanings of 
'race' and 'identity'. Colonial and apartheid discourse relied upon a 'fixity' and 
closure of meaning around racial ditTerence and identity (Bhabha, 1994~ Norval, 
2003). The end of apartheid signalled the possibility of an opening up of these 
concepts, and whilst this has occurred in certain spaces, racialised identities, informal 
segregation, and the logic of 'race' thinking are reproduced at all levels of 
contemporary South African society (Dixon and Durrheim, 2003; Erasmus, 2005~ 
Foster, 1999; Steyn, 200 I). The younger generation bear the burden of becoming the 










particular, have become the focus of research into integration and transformation 
(Dolby, 200 I; Erasmus and De Wet, 2003; Gooskens, 2006; Soudien, 2007). 
Whilst this research is based on young, school-going individuals, 'youth 
identity' is a much broader category, to which a finite age range cannot be ascribed, 
but instead, as I interpret it here, it is a term that is meant to capture and represent the 
spectrum of 'new ways-of-being' that are continually emerging in all societies as 
members of each generation 'come into themselves'. However, by 'each generation' 1 
do not mean to imply that history is the progress of one enclosed generation after the 
next, and acknowledge that 
"youth identities arc not created by breaks "ith the old and then suddenly new ones 
appear instantly. They instead o\erlap and are negotiated constantly, both in a spirit 
of playfulness and sometimes of conflict" (Badsha, 2003: 135). 
Youth identities form a critical site for 'theorising the IlOH', or the contemporary, in 
South Africa' (Nuttall, 2004b); the younger generation live the present in new ways-
of-being that are inflected with the past. This section will survey recent research in 
both educational and non-educational contexts, offering insight into the identity 
processes in which young South Africans are entangled and actively negotiating. In 
particular, focus has been given to research that considers the approaches to identity 
covered in the theory section. The writers surveyed in this literature review, and 
myself, interpret 'race' as a social construction, with no biological basis, and seek to 
interrogate how meaning is assigned 'to real and/or imagined biological and/or 
cultural markers' (Erasmus and De Wet, 2003:8), within structures and relations of 
power. 
Dolby (2001), Erasmus and De Wet (2003) and Soudien (2007) investigate 
youth identity formation within the post-apartheid educational context, and, critically, 
as well as showing thaI informal segregation continues, these studies look at how; 
through providing historical and sociological context, and by exploring how students 
conceptualise, talk about, and work with 'race'. This interrogates actors' meanings 
and practices, uncovering the psychological and discursive processes that operate to 
construct meaning and identity in the students' lives and interactions. The students in 
these studies reconstruct notions of essentialised difference through re-articulating 
'race' as 'culture'. Still using the apartheid categories of 'black', 'white', 'Indian' 
and 'coloured' to refer to themselves and each other, students often experience 










However, in these learning environments the discursive shift from apartheid 
discourses of , race' to these students' discourses of 'culture' and 'taste' (Dolby, 2001) 
has allowed for some 'slippage' in the concept of 'race', and thus for connections 
across racialised borders to develop. Whilst contradictions were present in apartheid, 
race borders were more heavily and violently policed (Erasmus, 2000a:380). Today, 
whilst individual students crossing such borders may be labelled and alienated from 
their own 'race' group, there are wider shifts in constellations around 'taste' that serve 
to undermine these very groupings (Dolby, 2001). For example, as "rave" music 
(exclusively 'white' in the early part of Dolby's time at the school) began to be played 
in 'coloured' clubs, students begin to dance with, and date, each other across this 
porous border, which the students still spoke of as concrete (Dolby, 2001 :91 ). In 
addition, Soudien (2007) and Strelitz (2003) identify how class affiliations override 
racial identity in certain situations, shifting 'difference' onto another variable. 
Soudien (2007: 105) argues that 'as places where habit uses are nurtured, the 
schools are powerful cultural machines'. In all the formerly 'white' institutions in the 
studies mentioned so far, whiteness continues to dominate as the cultural model upon 
which students must mould their behaviours. This is in the form of both 'aggressive 
assimilation' (Soudien, 2004b: 104), where teachers draw on discourses of white 
superiority and black inferiority, as well as 'benign assimilation' (ihid) where 
educational institutions adopt a 'multicultural' discourse which reaffirms apartheid 
categories (Dolby, 2001; Erasmus and De Wet, 2003; Soudien, 2007). This represents 
a reworking of relations of power, as 'dominance is reinterpreting itself (Soudien, 
2004b: Ill) The result is frustration and pain for many students of colour, who are 
faced with 'the large challenge of working out what dominant middle-class white and 
often anglicised culture wants of them' (Soudien, 200718), as well as having to learn 
how to negotiate multiple identities between school and home. 
Critically, each student will respond differently to their learning 
environment, and the positions to which they are being called or denied; each 
individual has 'different racialised inner constructs of reality with different real 
effects on the ways in which they negotiate the learning context' (Erasmus and De 
Wet, 200323). Exploring these differences highlights how 'slippery' (Motsemme, 
2002654) the concept of 'race' is. Motsemme (ihid) analyses gendered experiences 
of blackness in post-apartheid South Africa, and her close narrative work with five 










individual's subjectivity is uniquely constituted and experienced, and Motsemme's 
(2002) work clearly shows the situated ness of each subject, and how their sense of 
who they are in terms of 'race' and gender is created through the specificity of each 
life story, and of that moment in history. 
There is a contradiction at the heart of identity in post-apartheid South 
Africa; the post-apartheid subject is inevitably trapped, 'a subject caught between the 
desire to erase race but simultaneously invoking it at every turn to define oneself' 
(Motsemme, 2002:658). This tension is played out in the field of academia. Steyn 
(2001 :xxxii) notes how many South Africans are keen to create a distance from 
apartheid, yet she warns that 
'The construction of race has been used to skew this society oyer centuries. If \\e 
prematurely banish it from our analytical framework. wc scne the narro\v interests 
of those pre\iously advantagcd, by concealing the enduring need for redress. To deal 
\\ith the expressions of pO\\cr. we have to call it by its name' 
In contrast, Soudien (2004b) and Nuttall and Michael (2000) argue that there IS a 
need to move beyond the 'master signifier' (Nuttall and Michael, 2000: 11) of 'race' 
to understand identity processes in contemporary South Africa. 
However, the two perspectives are not mutually exclusive, but need to be 
held together in any consideration of identity in South Africa. The' master narratives' 
of 'race' and class cannot be avoided (Wasserman and Jacobs, 2003), but there is a 
need to articulate, firstly, how racialised identities are multiple and contradictory, and 
secondly, the breadth of other elements that are equally critical in the construction of 
identities. What must be kept in mind is that (as argued in the theoretical section) 
people are not constituted, nor their behaviour determined, by the categories they are 
positioned within. Whilst categories are helpful in mapping discourses, we need to 
take into account the 
'many leyels of complcxity and meaning which people are negotiating e\ery day to 
navigate through their idcntities as well as their everyday activities. There has to be 
enough space to accommodate ambiguity and sometimes confusing complexity 
because it is in these uncertain and volatile spaces that many of the most exciting and 
significant ideas and practiccs dc\elop' (Badsha. 2003: 141). 
It is hoped that this research accesses some of those spaces, through holding the 
messiness and complexity of identities alongside an awareness of the structural and 
psychological legacy of apartheid and 'race thinking' (Erasmus, 2005). 
In understanding identity as a process of becoming, it is vital that one gets a 
sense of the process as a whole, of the 'feeling' of being that person, not In an 










(Shotter, 1993 :xiii) Battersby (2003), Dolby (200 I), Nuttall (2004a), Motsemme 
(2002), and Salo (2004) all highlight the role of imaginaries, and incorporate the 
realm of desires, imagination, pleasure and consumption into their theories of 
identity. The older woman from Motsemme's (2002:665) study did not identify with 
the discourse of black resistance, and instead made sense of her traumatic 
psychological and material oppression through the church, which offered her 'a 
powerful alternative imaginary space of spiritual time ... an important psychic 
reservoir'. Through narrative, we see how subject agency and imagination interact 
with the discursive positioning of the subject, creating their (shifting) sense of 
identity. What psychic reservoirs and imaginary spaces are young South Africans 
using to cope with the challenges they face') 
The multicultural, multi-coloured 'rainbow nation' is a dominant imaginary 
111 public discourse (Distiller and Steyn, 2004). The South African Broadcasting 
Corporation has committed itself to being 'a nation builder' with 'missionary zeal' 
(Teer-Tomaselli, 2001), and consequently the media is saturated with images of 
diverse South Africans enjoying each others' company. Salo (2004), in her 
exploration of adolescent racial and gendered identities in Manenberg Township on 
the Cape Flats, argues there is a 'renovation of personhood' occurring, as young 
people access the imaginary of the 'new' South Africa through the media and 
cosmopolitan spaces Whilst they might not have money to purchase music, brand 
name clothing, and other accessories, through watching certain television 
programmes and occasionally managing to visit nightclubs in the city, they are 
making themselves conversant in the languages, styles and social codes that their 
wealthier counterparts are living: 
'Through thcir transgrcssi\c and transfonnati\c practiccs. thcy arc acquiring thc 
cultural capital that facilitatcs thcir ability to occupy. or imaginc thcl1lschcs as part 
of. thc nc\\ national cosmopolitan spaccs of cultural. racial and cthnic di\crsity' 
(Salo. 200~:23). 
Through consuming the image of the 'rainbow nation', these young people are 
actively owning it as an identity. Similarly, Nuttall (2004a:433) investigates "Y" 
culture (after the "X" generation of anti-apartheid resistance) or loxiol1 kulcha in 
Johannesburg, which mixes "location" (township) culture with black middle-class 
lifestyles and transnational imaginaries, through new media technologies, fashion and 
consumer culture. "Y" culture operates as a 'locus of aspiration' (Nuttall, 2004a:451) 










it is an imaginary space in which history and 'race' are subject to a 'remixing and 
recoding' (ihid.:437), and in this 'utopian possibilities' (ibid.:450) come alive. All 
writers mentioned thus far show how historically located 'race' categories continue to 
dominate and restrict identity in a 'free' South Africa, yet how many individuals are 
resisting and reshaping these categories. 
Whilst apartheid did not wholly succeed in isolating its population, and 
there has always been 'considerable leaking between "local" and "global'" on 
account of centuries of 'osmosis' across the globe (Kraidy, 1999:459), the end of 
apartheid and the rise of new technologies has meant a proliferation of access to 
cultural forms, styles and commodities from the rest of the world. This has 
exponentially increased the discursive and imaginative resources available to young 
South Africans, and the impact on their identities is explored by many writers 
(Badsha, 2003; Battersby, 2003; Dolby, 2001; Nuttall, 2004a; Salo, 2004). Whilst 
~everyone still continues to live a local life ... the intrusion of distance into local 
activities, combined with the centrality of mediated experience' has meant that the 
'phenomenal world' of the individual is radically altered and has become 'truly 
global' as individuals, consciously and unconsciously, incorporate all the images they 
are exposed to in their daily lives into their psyches (Giddens, 1991: 187). 
Dolby (2001: 113) shows how students use commodities from the global 
market of popular culture, from American hip-hop clothing labels to rave music to 
Bollywood films, to signify local constructions of 'white', 'black', 'coloured' and 
'Indian', and 
·the fantasy of race as a purely locational construction is shattered. as its 
embedded ness in the global is made eyident. Here. the mieropolities of FefJmood 
Ischoo/] interact with the maerospatial world of global popular culture and ineyitably 
connect to the scapes that reconfigure students' place in the "orld·. 
Students tap into the 'scapes' which have resonance for them, and are not dislocating 
from their localities (Salo, 2004:6), but instead are creatively reworking the global 
(racialised) cultural resources that resonate with their local struggles around identity. 
Battersby (2003) shows how, through hip-hop, African American forms of resistance 
have been adopted in South Africa, and a process of'transculturation' is occurring, 
where one culture dominates and the other culture adopts, refashions and resists this 
domination. This process in flux, dependent on the highly localised cultural contexts 
in which individuals are engaging with different media. Strelitz (2003) shows how 










go to university Whilst many had watched foreign productions at home, upon 
attending Rhodes University and feeling alienated from the middle-class culture of 
other students ('black' and 'white'), these students rejected their former choices and 
instead gathered to watch African language programmes every evening, in a residence 
they named "Homeland" in which they only spoke Xhosa (Strelitz, 2003 :241). 
Kraidy (1999) argues that we need to move beyond the 
domination/resistance paradigm in theorising global/local cultures. Similarly, Salo 
(2004:6) argues that far from homogenising identities on a global scale, 'cultural 
flows of music, dress styles, technological gadgetry and the like emanating from the 
North are incorporated into the local values and practices and thereby given /lew 
meaning' (my italics). Nuttall (2004a:450) argues that the potency of Y culture is 
derived from tapping into global currents, however, it is a 'transnational imagination 
that is irreducibly located in the current semiotic landscape of South Africa' (Nuttall, 
2004a:450) Y culture is making 'new languages both within and beyond practices of 
translatability' (Nuttall, 2004a:449), and for her this represents a tral1.~figllrafi()17 of 
meanmg. Meaning 'seldom moves across borders with pristine integrity' 
(Papastergiadis, 1997:278) and is reinterpreted and remade in new cultural contexts. 
In what ways are these emerging social practices and identities the result of 
processes of 'hybridisation' or 'creolisation") In the literature, there is a great deal of 
overlap and debate around the two terms. The two concepts, like identity, have been 
subject to rigorous post-structuralist critique. 'Hybridity' as a concept involves the 
juxtaposition and fusion of 'objects, languages, signifying practices from different 
and normally separated domains' (Werbner, 1997:2). Creolisation refers to a similar 
fusion of different cultures and languages, though the power differentials are rendered 
more explicit, as it describes cultural processes arising from slavery and its aftermath 
(Erasmus, 2000c~ Nuttall and Michael, 2000) However, all cultures are hybrid and 
Creole as cultures do not, and have never, existed as bounded entities, and are in a 
process of continual change, and therefore: 
'Hybridity is meaningless as a description of 'culture' because this 'museumises' 
culture as a 'thing' ... Culture as an analytic concept is al\\ays hybrid, since it can be 
understood properly only as the historica/(l' negotiated creation of more or less 
coherent symbolic and social \\orlds' (Werbncr. 1997:15, m~ italics) 











Bakhtin made a distinction between 'organic' and aesthetic hybridity; the 
former an unconscious continual process of change occurring in all languages, as no 
cultures are static or exist in isolation, and the latter a conscious process of resistance, 
intended to shock and destabilise (Werbner, 1997:4). As with Bakhtin's 'organic' 
hybridity, Glissant's notion of creolisation points towards the continual process of 
change 'inherent in all forms of cultural encounter' (Nuttall and Michael, 2000:7). 
Kraidy (1999:472) argues for the use of hybridity in conceptualising the way in which 
competing discourses are negotiated, where 'hybridity is the dialogical re-inscription 
of various codes and discourses in a spatio-temporal zone of signification'. Hybridity 
and creolisation do not therefore refer to the 'mixing' of different 'cultures' but 
negotiations of meaning around different, shifting signifiers. Conceptually, they are 
important in illuminating the process (verb) of identity formation, particularly in 
contexts such as contemporary South Africa, where signifiers of 'identity' are highly 
contested. 
Research Questions 
This research will consider the ways in which youth identities are being 
negotiated, in light of the breadth of shifting discourses of this moment in South 
African history. It seeks to discover how young individuals, attending schools in 
which they are faced with a diversity of social backgrounds and perspectives, are 
constructing their identity narratives, and making sense of their location in South 
Africa and the world. What discursive resources and imaginaries do the students 
draw upon in constructing their identities? What is the place of 'race' amongst these 
discursive resources? In what ways are students creatively remaking these resources? 
What new ways-of-being are the students negotiating and constructing? In what ways 
does this work to reinstate or breakdown power dynamics between racial imaginaries? 
This research attempts to develop a complex understanding of the interplay between 
discourses and the subject's constitution of self-identity during late adolescence, In 










Chapter 3: lVlethodology 
'Ille design and melhod\' used to m/aZrse Ihe social fahric cannol be 
separaled./i"om Ihe way reality is conslmcted",A deep illlerdisciplinarily 
isjusl[j'ied hy an understanding (~f the complexizl' (~j'the object q/' in(juily 
and the demands such complicatiolls place on Ihe research act' 
(Kincheloe and McLaren, 2005:320) 
Young South Africans are wrestling with an immensely complex social 
world, imbued with controversial and contradictory meaning systems, As a 
consequence, this research is framed by an interdisciplinary and narrative approach to 
identity processes, which allows for the complexity of this particular social fabric to 
be articulated, I drew on the concept of the social researcher as 'bricoleur', who uses 
different tools as the situation changes (Kincheloe and McLaren, 2005; Neuman, 
2000) The researcher as bricoleur is a 'methodological negotiator', drawing on 
ditTerent disciplines, and creatively responding to the social world in which they are 
embedded, and attempting to understand (Kincheloe and McLaren, 2005), The 
critical turn in the social sciences has led to an emphasis on 'experience, subjectivity, 
retlexivity, and dialogical understanding' (ihid, p.330), and these four elements form 
the backbone to this research design, This chapter provides an explication of the 
interdisciplinary and narrative approach adopted, followed by a detailed description of 
the research context and methodology, including a consideration of various 
limitations, 
Research Design 
'The )'alue (~j' comhining discourse and narratil'e, melhodologicalZI' and 
analytically, mllst lie ill the possihilities it holds f()/' addressing the 
dimensions (~j'suhjectil'i(v as a cullural phenomenon' (ScIater, 2000 134) 
Before proceeding further, some claritication is required as to how the terms 
'discourse' and 'narrative' are employed in this research, Both terms have a broad 
range of conceptual meanings and detinitions, 'Discourse', in its broadest sense, 
refers to the full range of means by which human beings construct meaning and 
communicate, and in this sense refers to all 'linguistic productions", concrete 
practices shot through with the uses of words' (Brockmeier and Harre, 2001:42), 
Narrative is therefore a form of this broad definition of discourse (ibid), However, I 
will be using 'discourse' in the sociological sense, as theorised by Foucault, to refer to 










are shaped by relations of power (as in Hall, 1996) Similarly vague, a narrative is 'a 
sequence of events in time' (Andrews et aI., 2000:3, referring to Berger, 1997). There 
is some conceptual overlap here, as discourses also move through time, forming social 
and cultural 'narratives'. Instead of these 'meta-narratives', I will be looking at 
personal narratives, that is, the stories people tell about their lives, and specifically 
who they see themselves as being at this moment in time. 
This research aims to explore the ways in which young South Africans are 
constructing their identity narratives, and aims to identify some of the discursive and 
imaginative resources which shape this process. In order to do this, the discursive 
worlds in which they are embedded must be understood. Secondly, the way in which 
individuals interact with these discursive resources must be explored, specifically how 
they incorporate, resist or remake them in the living of their identities. As explained 
by Sclater (2000: 131), discourses and narratives are inextricably linked in identity 
processes: 
'discourses excrt a structuring influence on narratiyc accounts, at thc same timc as 
those accounts proyidc the broader parameters within which discursivc meanings are 
negotiated and rcalised, even if partially and temporarily'. 
Therefore, it is only in combining the discursive and narrative realms of identity, and 
showing how they relate to and constitute one another, that the social/individual 
binary can be deconstruct ed, to reveal the way in which the social world is only 
produced through the Iiv;l1~ of meaning by individuals, thus explaining' subjectivity 
as a cultural phenomenon' (Sclater, 2000: 134). 
The research design is therefore constituted of two main phases. Firstly, 
focus groups were conducted in both schools to get a sense of the discursive 
environments in which the students are embedded. Secondly, individuals were 
selected from these focus groups, and invited to engage with me in a conversation 
about their identities. This was done through a process that involved in-depth 
interviews and other creative methods. It is these personal identity narratives that are 
the central concern of this research. This will be explained in the following section, 
before we come to a detailed discussion of the focus groups and interviews. 
Narrative research 
Narrative constitutes the "missing link" between the individual and the 
social, as it details the process by which individuals come to understand their 










· Material social conditions. discourses and practices intem eme with subjecti \ely 
experienced desires and identities and people make choices. reconstruct pasts and 
imagine futures "ithin the range of possibilities open to them (Andrews et al.. 
20() ll) 
Therefore, narrative is invaluable in bridging the gap between psychology and 
sociology, as neither the 'social' nor the 'individual' is privileged, and 'both are 
constructed in relation to each other, not in the "outer" realm of society and culture, or 
the "inner" realm of personality characteristics, but in a distinct, "psychosocial" zone' 
(ihid). Narrative allows for a holistic understanding of social phenomena (Daiute and 
Lightfoot, 2004). Stressing its importance for anthropological investigations, 
Brockmeier and Harre (2001 :53) describe how it 'works as an open and malleable 
frame that enables us to come to terms with an ever-changing, ever reconstructed 
reality'. Daiute and Lightfoot (2004:viii) draw attention to the use of narrative 'for 
addressing the unmet challenge of integrating culture, person, and change', especially 
relevant in understanding processes of transformation in the contemporary South 
African context. 
A central motivation for the research is to understand how meanings from 
the past are being reinterpreted and remade in the present by the younger generation, 
particularly important in the context of the persistence of 'race' discourses in South 
Africa. However, it is vital to show not only how young people in contemporary 
South Africa relate to and interact with the discourses in which they are embedded, 
but also, critically, how they do this ill ddlel'ellf lI'ays, not only because of different 
personal histories, but because of the agency and creativity involved in the 
construction of individual identities. This counteracts 'discourse determinism' 
(Hollway and Jefferson, 2000: 136), which overlooks the agency of the subject. 
Narrative research shows how people 
'make sense of personal experience in relation to culturally and historically specific 
discourses. and ho\\ they draw on. resist. and/or trans-fi)m1 those discourses as they 
narrate their sehes. experiences. and realities' (Chase. 2005 :G59. Illy italics). 
Therefore, each narrative is particular to each individual. Whilst the specific 
discourses circulating in a society at any given moment may be decipherable, one can 
never assume the meaning given to them by individual actors. It is for these reasons 
that it is essential that social researchers explore and explicate indil'idual narratives, 











The research process 
Initially, I had intended that my research further explore, in the context of 
Cape Town, the questions raised by Dolby (2001) in her seminal work in a high 
school in Durban. I wanted to look in more depth at how being in a racially diverse 
schooling environment affected the perceptions and constructions of difference in the 
identity narratives of students. I was therefore looking for a school that had a 
demographic which 'represented' the diversity of South Africa. I also wanted the 
school to be a government school as opposed to a fee-paying school, so that the 
schooling environment was directly shaped by government educational policies 
The Directorate of Education Research at the Western Cape Department of 
Education provided a list of public schools with 'diverse' student populations. 
However, upon contacting these schools and explaining my research, I was met with 
the following comments: 'Ja, we had a handful of white students but they've all left', 
'We're a bit short on white students now' (Phone calls, 30/08/07). These are all 
formerly 'white' schools, as the majority of formerly 'coloured' and 'black' schools 
are in their respective, racially segregated residential areas. Soudien (2004b) notes 
the 'flight of people classified white into the independent school sector', yet also the 
influx of middle-class black parents into former 'white', middle-class, areas. This 
was supported in a frank discussion with Dr Cornelissen at the Directorate, who stated 
that there are actually very few racially 'mixed' public schools in Cape Town, and 
that these are only in upper middle-class areas (Phone call, 30/08/07). 
Cape Town is the oldest urban area and the third largest metropolitan area in 
South Africa (Saff, 1998). Prior to the apartheid Grollp Areas Act in 1950, it was the 
least racially segregated urban area in sub-Saharan Africa (Western, 1996), with the 
Cape Town city council managing to resist implementation of the Act until seven 
years after it had been passed (Saff, 1998). The Grollp Areas Act aimed for the 
complete residential segregation of apartheid's 'race' groups. In Cape Town this 
involved moving people classified as 'Coloured' out of central Cape Town and the 
Southern suburbs. The most notorious forced removals were of fifty-five to sixty-five 
thousand 'coloured' people from District Six in the city bowl (Safl 1998:86) to the 
east of the city, where what housing was constructed was thoroughly inadequate for 
the numbers. For example, in 1989, Mitchell's Plain, a 'Coloured' area south-east of 










(ihid). A 'Coloured' labour preference policy in the Cape meant that there was 
nearly no housing constructed for 'blacks', who were pushed to peripheral areas 
South East of the city, where shacks were constructed on exposed coastal sand dunes 
(Saff 1998). The majority of 'black' and 'coloured' people still live in massively 
over-crowded, low-quality housing (Rospabe and Selod, 2006). 
The dissimilarity index is a measure of racial segregation in cities, with 0 
meaning each population group is proportionally represented in each area, and 100 
meaning complete segregation. Under the GI'OUp Areas Act, Cape Town became the 
most segregated city in South Africa, with the dissimilarity index between 'whites' 
and 'coloureds' rising from 51.52 percent in 1921 to 95.13 percent by 1985 (Satl 
1998:85). Rospabe and Selod (2006:267) note how 
'It is striking that the lc\cI of residential segregation bet\\een any t\\O population 
groups in 1996 is corrclated \\ith the 'racial distance' bet\\een these t\\O groups in 
the old apartheid classification', 
with the dissimilarity index between 'whites' and' Africans' in 1996 being above 92 
per cent. These patterns have continued (Bekker and Lei Ide, 2002; Rospabe and 
Selod, 2006). 
In light of the segregated nature of Cape Town, I decided to re-orientate my 
research to explore the identity narratives of young South Africans who are not in 
'rainbow nation' schools; that is, not in schools in the upper middle-class, relatively 
(if superficially) 'integrated' suburbs. The majority of people formerly classified as 
'black' and 'coloured' still live in the residential areas they were forced into by the 
GI'OUp Areas Act, with the corresponding class inequalities (Seekings and Natrass, 
2005). I decided I wanted to explore how students coming from these areas into 
former 'white' schools in the city were understanding the diversity and challenges that 
met them. 
Pseudonyms wi II be used to refer to the schools and students to protect the 
anonymity of the participants. I chose two formerly 'white' schools in the heart of 
historical Cape Town. The student populations have changed dramatically; Protea 
High is now predominantly 'black' and Panorama High predominantly 'coloured', 
with a handful of 'white' pupils at each school. However, these schools are strikingly 
diverse, attended by students from many different residential areas and social classes. 
Any urban site is traversed by multiple 'routes' (Clifford, 1997); historical, 
contemporary, cultural, personal and political, as people and their histories have 










form particularly complex sites, at which many different historical and contemporary 
routes overlay each other, intersecting and colliding. 
The majority of students travel for over two hours each day, taking public 
transport into the city from across the Cape Flats, a vast area to the east of the city 
centre that incorporates the former' African' and 'Coloured' informal settlements of 
apartheid. Coming into 'town' on a daily basis, the students are exposed to a 
landscape that is very different from their home environments; visually, materially, 
and discursively, peopled by students and teachers with diverse life experiences and 
worldviews. These schools therefore provide a rich site for the study of youth identity 
in South Africa, as the students are being drawn out of their familiar local 
environments at a critical time in their lives, adolescence, and are making sense of 
who they are in an urban arena infused with many different perspectives. I chose to 
work with students ranging from 16-18 years old, who are entering adulthood, 
considering their futures, and facing choices about who they want to be in the world. 
I was made very welcome in both schools. I was in and out of the schools 
on a regular basis for a total of six months. For the first two weeks, I spent time with 
teachers and pupils during break-time, explaining what I was in the school for and 
having general discussions about the school. I expressed my central intention to the 
students as wanting to know 'where they are at'; what issues, identity and otherwise, 
they are struggling with in and out of school, what their thoughts are on the 'rainbow 
nation' and South Africa, what inspires them, etc. I invited students to participate in 
focus groups and interviews, and all participation was voluntary. I was also invited 
on some social outings after school. Students were enthusiastic, as it was a chance for 
them to voice both their fantasies and frustrations. Being relatively 'young' myself, 
the students were friendly and open with me and we quickly developed a rapport. 
There are undoubtedly the silenced 'voices' of the majority of pupils at the school 
who I did not engage with, and who did not engage with me. However, the research 
is not attempting to offer a survey of the full range of perspectives within the school, 
let alone of youth identity in South Africa. Instead, it is looking more closely at the 
processes of individual identity formation. 
Power and Reflexivity 
Reflexive awareness is a critical dimension of research processes involving 










Wengra( 200 I; Wetherell, 2003). A central question for me has been how the 
students perceive me, on many levels. My father is English and my mother is 
Indonesian Chinese, and people often struggle to 'place' me, especially given that my 
accent is inflected with British, South African and American tones. In the schools, I 
was perceived as a young, privileged, foreign woman, and addressed as 'Miss'. 
asked to be called 'Sarah', which happened once students felt more comfortable 
around me. The identities, subjectivity and agency of the researcher shape the 
outcome of the interview as much as those of the participant, as: 
. You do not leavc bchind your anxictics. your hopcs. your blind spots. your 
prcjudiccs. ~ our class. racc or gcndcr. your location in global social structurc. your 
age and historical positions. your cmotions. your past and your scnsc of possible 
futures when you set up an intcnic\\. and nor docs your intenic\\ec \\hcn hc or shc 
agrccs to an intcnic\\ and you both comc ncnously into thc samc room.' (Wcngraf. 
20013 ) 
The interview is an interplay between the researcher's and the participant's 
subjectivities, and thus a 'co-creation' (Erasmus, 2000b), 'jointly produced' (Chase, 
2005; Wengraf, 2001; Wetherell, 2003), and an 'active emergent process' producing a 
'negotiated text' (Fontana and Frey, 2005706). This is not to say that power relations 
are equal, but fluctuating, as in all social interactions, where 'interactional goals and 
strategies' (Wengra( 200 I :3) collide. 
One of my earliest experiences at the school was quite intimidating. On my 
third day in Protea High, as I entered the main hall where a substitute teacher was 
attempting to control over sixty students, nearly all the young men in the room stood 
up and started wolf-whistling, calling 'lady, lady!', 'China!', and 'China lady!', and 
making sexual innuendos at top volume. They had asserted their gendered power to 
humiliate me, and I left the room feeling very exposed. There were other, less hostile, 
ways in which the students held power. A participant in Erasmus' (2000b) research 
asserted her power through withholding information until they had negotiated a 
trusting relationship. Students were similarly aware that I needed their help. 
However, as I withstood some of their 'tests' of my character (such as if I could speak 
any Xhosa), and was open with my intentions, trust and a sense of a common goal of 
understanding was built up with groups of students. 
Fontana and Frey (2005) describe how the hierarchical relationship of the 
interview is being reformulated by researchers; an acknowledgment of and 
engagement with the emotionality of the process delivers rich results. By setting a 










negotiated (Erasmus, 2000b). However, these relations of power cannot be 
neutralised in order for the' authentic' voice of the participant to emerge; a reflexive 
narrative approach 'aims not for establishing authenticity but rather for creating a self-
reflective and respectful distance between researchers' and narrators' voices' (Chase, 
2005:665). Different combinations of subjectivities produce surprising and revealing 
results (Erasmus, 2000b; Fontana and Frey, 2005), and this does not work to 'distort' 
the data, but provides deeper insight into the social dynamics at play. Being from 
such a different social background to these students was productive, as we had to 
explain ourselves to each other. 
K vale (I996) discusses the ethics of interview processes, and argues for 
informed consent, confidentiality, and a full understanding of the consequences of the 
interviews and research for all involved. Consent was sought from all participants 
and their legal guardians, who were given an information sheet clearly detailing the 
intentions and nature of the research, all the activities that would take place, and the 
potential consequences of the research on the participants (Appendix 1). In addition, 
a list of nearby, free counselling services was given to all participants before their 
interviews. 
Focus Groups 
Whilst the interview situation is a very specific, 'artificial' interaction, and 
different to how interviewees would speak to friends or family, Wetherell (2003: \3) 
argues that interviews are 'in no sense self-contained', and the participant 
'draws on routine and highly consensual (euitural/noflllati,e) resources that carry 
beyond the immediate local context connecting local talk with discursiye history. The 
speaker weaves the available threads and ,oices differently on different occasions ... but 
speakers do not iment these resources each time. ' 
Interviews can therefore provide insight into the discursive resources and patterns 
operating in society. This is particularly the case with focus groups, in which the 
group setting enables different voices to interact (Babbie, 2001), which allows 'for the 
proliferation of multiple meanings and perspectives as well as for interactions 
between and among them' to emerge, and this can 'decenter the role of the researcher' 
(Kamberelis and Dimitriadis, 2005:904). This was made very apparent once I 
conducted the focus groups, as frequently a question was posed to the group and I 










Six focus groups took place, with a total of forty-two participants. 
Purposive sampling was used in order to ensure that a range of perspectives were 
included. The composition of each group varied considerably, as a consequence of 
who I had asked, who had kept their promise of showing up, and if they brought their 
friends with them. Three groups were composed of very diverse individuals, with 
boys and girls of both "race' groups, and the other three were "homogeneous' in terms 
of gender and race, with either all girls or all boys, and all of a specific 'race'. Having 
both heterogeneous and relatively 'homogeneous' groups allowed for very difTerent 
discussions, the first generally resulting in heated debates around racial issues at the 
schools, and the latter creating a safer space for more intimate and searching 
discussion. There was very dynamic interaction between different voices in the focus 
groups, as opinions and experiences clashed or afTirmed each other. The discussions 
occurred in small conference rooms in the schools. The focus group interview 
schedule is Appendix 2. 
Individual interviews 
The individuals that were eventually involved in the in-depth narrative work 
were chosen for their diversity of positionings and perspectives. In-depth individual 
interviews took place over a month, with each participant being interviewed at least 
twice. I planned a list of questions and topics to be explored with all participants, 
across both interviews (Appendix 3). In the first interview, participants were invited 
to tell their life stories, through the lens of times or events that were particularly 
important in making them who they are. After the life story, I would ask the 
participants to expand upon certain elements of their narrative, asking questions from 
the interview schedule where relevant. I then transcribed and read all the first-round 
interviews to get a sense of the participant's life-world. In the second interview, I 
designed questions that would expand my understanding of certain elements of their 
identities, and also asked the rest of the questions from the interview schedule. 
Individual interviews are the most common form of studying narratives 
(Andrews et ai., 2000), however their form varies greatly. The interviewees were not 
conceived of as ""informants" out of which to '"extract data", which often results in 
heavily-structured interviews. Due to the nature of this research such an approach is 










myself and the participants about this moment in their lives. Interviewees are people 
with valuable experiences and insights to share as they tell their stories; 
'To think of thc intcnicwce as a narrator is to make a conceptual shift myay from thc 
idca that interviewccs hme answers to the rcsearchers' questions and toward thc idca 
that intervic\Yees are narrators \vith stories to tell and yoiccs of thcir own' (Chase, 
2005:6(0). 
These methods were therefore designed to understand the highly specific 
constructions of meaning in individual identities and to explore the discursive 
resources available to these individuals where they stand, as opposed to concluding 
that they are available to all youth in South Africa. 
In addition to the interviews, all participants worked on 'identity boxes' or 
collages, firstly in a workshop and then at home. The 'identity box' is a method 
borrowed from youth work, where participants construct a box that represents 
themselves, using cardboard and magazines; the outside of the box represents how 
you appear to the world, and the inside of the box represents what the world does not 
see. Participants were also asked to write a list of what they wanted in their lives. I 
was hoping that being involved in the research would be a valuable experience for 
them, and at the end of the research I asked participants to reflect on the process, and 
was grateful for their responses. All participants had found it enjoyable, if 
challenging, but ultimately rewarding: 
Sarah: How did it feel to write that [the '1 wants r 
Jjndi: Like I. .. I didn't realise that I could write these things so I got to know 
myself, my other self, that I didn't know ... I think I found my inner self, and I 
think that I portrayed it and I have learned about myself in these interviews. 
Many described it as 'therapeutic', a chance to voice many of their frustrations and to 
express, and crystallise, many thoughts about their identities. 
Analysis 
In qualitative research, analysis is continuous and occurs even as you are 
collecting the data (Miles and Huberman, 1994). This is a critical element to the 
'investigator responsiveness' that Morse et aI. (2002: 10) argue is vital to establishing 
reliability and validity in qualitative research: 'ongoing analysis results in the 
dynamic formulation of conjectures and questions'. In this research the interview 
schedule for the individual interviews was shaped by analysis of the focus groups 
responses, and the second round of individual interviews was informed by a 










data collection process, I was sensitised to what needed to be explored further in the 
interviews. When all the interviews were completed and transcribed, I made myself 
familiar with all the transcripts, and then began the first stage of analysis. 
A discursive analysis of all the transcripts (focus groups and individual 
interviews) was conducted. I analysed how participants spoke about and understood 
what was happening in the school and in South Africa at large. As argued by Seibold 
(2002:7), 
·language. in the form of socially and historically specific discourses. cannot ha\e 
any social and political effect except in and through the actions of the indi\iduals 
"ho become its carriers'. 
Therefore, emphasis was placed not only on what the participants said, but how they 
said it, what they were accomplishing in speaking in this way, and how they spoke in 
d(flerelll ways. Attention needs to be paid to the very specific local contexts in which 
individuals are situated to understand what they are doing through talking, especially 
\vith regard to 'race' (Wetherell, 2003). Therefore, all transcripts were first analysed 
individually to determine the specific ways in which that/those participants spoke 
about and interpreted what was happening in their worlds. After this, the 
commonalities, contradictions and differences across the transcripts were identified, 
and quotes selected to represent this. In addition, notes from my time in the school 
were used as data. This allowed me to gain a sense of the discursive webs in which 
these students are embedded, which is presented as Chapter 4. 
The second phase of the analysis was close narrative work with the 
individual interview transcripts of the six key participants. This involved analysing 
the transcripts for how participants interpreted their specific location and experiences, 
what narratives they told of their lives and identities, how they told these, and what 
discourses and imaginaries fuelled their narratives. Also incorporated into the data 
for the narrative analyses were the identity boxes and' I wanf lists. The final section 
of this chapter wiIl detail the process of analysing the narratives. The actual analysis 
of each individual's narrative makes up Chapter 5. whilst Chapter 6 offers a 
comparative analysis of the collective currents in the identity processes of these six 
young South Africans. 
Narratives are 'situated performances' and constitute 'social action 
(Brockmeier and Carbaugh, 200 I). Therefore, each individual's narrative strategies 
were identified (Chase, 2005:663). This allows for an appreciation of how each 










Attention was paid to the narrator's voices (plural), as there is no 'authentic' sel( but 
rather we live 'unsettled' and 'troubled' identities (ibid). This is because we struggle 
through a process of making links between our personal experiences, and the 
discursive resources available for telling and understanding these experiences; 
looking for this process was central to the narrative analysis. 
In acknowledging that the telling of narratives constitutes social action, it is 
important to ask what the nature of this action is, and whether it works to maintain, 
resist or remake the discourses upon which individuals are drawing. Carbaugh 
(2001: 122) states that in analysing narratives we must ask 'what potent symbolic 
imagery is active', and what meaning this holds, in relation to the larger systems of 
meaning. I therefore identified the imaginaries that infused the individual narratives, 
as well as locating them in relation to South Africa and the world. Carbaugh (ibid.) 
goes on to say that in analysing narratives embedded in cultural meaning systems, one 
must ask 
'What deeper meanings arc getting expressed, what cultural philosophy is being 
presumed about ,,,hat a person is (and should be). what actions can (and should) get 
done, how one can (and should) feeL indeed hm\ one can (and should) dwell in 
places')' 
These are critical questions in the analysis of the identity narratives of these young 
South Africans, who are faced with many contradictory and conflicting choices about 
who they should be and how they should be living. Again, through looking closely at 
the struggles within the individual narratives, these subtle negotiations can be 
revealed. Researchers must be attendant to the range of meanings held within the 
participants' narratives to ensure that both 'dominant and marginal readings of 
narrators' stories' come through (Chase, 2005 :664), which allows for the complexity 
of identities to be expressed. 
My analysis was heavily informed by the analyses offered to me by the 
participants, who engaged in the questions I was asking them with deep interest and 
concern; concern that they should show me and explain to me all that they could see 
happening in their social world, and within themselves. Saukko (2005 :351) argues 
that the 
'rarely stated but usually assumed presumption in poststructuralism is that "lay" 
people arc blind to social discourses that guide them and that critical analysis of 
mcdiation can be cxecutcd only by an expert'. 
The participants in the research were very aware of the ways in which they were 










consciously and with great sensitivity Whilst it is necessary to incorporate 'a self-
reflexive awareness that both our understanding of other people as well as their 
understanding of themselves is mediated by social discourses' (Saukko, 2005:350), 
the participants provided critical insights that were invaluable to analysis in the 
research process. Therefore, in addition to contextual validity, in attempting to 
understand the life-worlds of others we must also incorporate a dialogic validity, 
which requires intimacy and creativity. And so, throughout the entire research 
process, it is vital, as introduced at the beginning, that ~experience, subjectivity, 
reflexivity, and dialogical understanding' (Kincheloe and McLaren, 2005:330) are 
maintained. 
In the following chapters of analysis, the transcripts from which quotes were 
taken will follow the quotations. For example, (FG5) means Focus Group 5, and 
(Luvuyo 2) means the second interview with Luvuyo A final note on terminology is 
required: in the analysis, 'black' and 'coloured' will be used when the perceived 
~race' of an individual is a significant factor in discursive processes, as this is the 
language the students used. 'Coloured' students did not identify with the Black 
Consciousness notion of blackness, which incorporates any person of colour, and saw 
themselves as a distinct ~race' group. 'African' was not used with reference to 'black' 
students as this was not how they self-identified, and it may be seen to imply that 










Chapter 4: Discursive Environment 
For teenagers everywhere, school is a primary arena in which their identities 
are shaped. Saudi en (2007: 11) argues that it is critical to interrogate the way in which 
the institution of the school shapes 'the range of values they hold, their tastes, their 
ambitions and desires, their understandings of themselves and their relationships with 
others'. The specific atmosphere of each school plays a critical role in the way 
students will understand themselves and their relationship to the wider world. 
This chapter will outline the ideological climate of the two schools, the 
atmosphere amongst the students and the specific ways in which they interact with 
each other, and the way in which the students are drawing upon the discursive 
currents circulating in South African society at large, and making them their own. 
Panorama High 
The hallways of Panorama High are lined with awards of merit from vanous 
government authorities. There is an air of well-maintained discipline, and at assembly 
time students sit in the central foyer, and appear to listen attentively to the speaker of 
the day. Early in my time at the school, I attended the highlight of the school's 
calendar, the annual beauty pageant, to find out how the school would present itself 
and its pupils. 'Mr and Miss Panorama High 2007' was a tightly choreographed, 
professional production, and had thirty-four sponsors, including national food and 
clothing brands. The theme was 'Under the African Sun', and the opening song was 
'My African Dream', performed by an SA Pop Idol finalist. Contestants confidently 
strode in front of landscapes of savannah, cheetahs and sunsets, dressed in beige 
cloths, beads and leather, as shown on the next page. The image being projected was 
of a school which wholly embraces the role of its students in living the 'African 










Fi~.l.- 'Mr and Miss fwwroma HiXh lOIF Under Ihe Afrimn Sun ' 
V.'ben reflec(ing on tbe mmosphere m Punor~m~ Iligh, /l.lbuyi ~ommen(ed: 
'lionestly, I think to a ~ertail1 extent this i~ what South Aln~a" 1 gu,,~s" 
sh"u/dhe like, 13m ut the el1d of the day I fed like there's (hi,; ... there'~ thi~ 
]a y"r. Ther~' ~ a lot of ignoranc~ and I~ns.c fcelings." looking down OIl olher 
cuhure~ ab<.). _. There' ~ ~ lo( or n~gati v~ "motions' (Mbuyi 2) 
The imuge projed"d at th" pagcanl is ,-cry much a vcne~r, as 'lOU won't St-'e thc 
majorilj or black p"ople th~r~' (F(i6), or at lbe school discos. which hlack s(udcnts 
<lrgue only ~~ter lor th~ ""h ... ol's ~oloured majori(y_ At Ihc pagcant. ~II the young 
m<lle contc~t~nIS w~re '~olourcd', and cnjoying th~ir role 'is African warriors_ in lak~ 
'ilnimal ~kins" b<.'~ring ~pear,_ Howcv~r" this fib into highly problematic 
~(mSlrUl'lions or 'African', and 'black', in the school, were hlack studcnts are 
~onslrucled as inkrior, par(icularly with rcgard 10 acadcmic ahility (HiS, Luvuyo 2). 
In th~ ~XCCrpl b<.'low, William refcrs to 'black' peoplc ~s 'trihal", and (he 
sWreolypes perfonncd atthc pageant hy 'colourcd' students tread a finc line h~t\\'Ccn 
fk1.lionalism, cxo(icisation and racism. rhc following excerpt from a focus group is 
quoted at kngth to show tbe dynamics and tensions amongst thc studems: 
Anna- Everything's 110t right inlhis ,>elmol 
Laurcn: This one ~lv .. ays ~ompbins [ ... J Don't gel h"r started now. 
May: If I start then she's gonnu talk, I promise you she's gonna talk, Ok. 
here's th~ racistlhing 1 ... 1 You'll get one or two blacks with coloureds, hut 
in this school mostly it's j uSI hlacks and tbcn coloureds. 
Sawh __ You mean ~plit') 
May_ Y~,>. It's not th~t we have (0 ~itlil<, (hilt. i("~ jll'>t (hullhey obviou~ly 
~ho()se 10 be like (hut.. _ lhey ~hoo* 










Alllla: WI~)"I H()'W can y()U say 'lhey ch()ose"! Everyone h~s ~holCe [allgry'] 
May. 1\0, but I mean y()\j <:hoo,,,' l<1 ~it ,vith your f"e~ds [a'seTliwly] 
Lauren: Like you clKJose to be with your cliqlJ(' thaI you understa~d ~~d you 
talk v.ith 
W,lllilm: co~ we can'l click ~ x x x lm/emph /0 make Xhosa clicks] There's 
like the tribe on one side and you'I I I,nd the others o~ the other side 
,11111": Can you see nowl Calling people 'lhe lri be,' rww rlauf:hillgfrom 
'coloured' gl!·I., l Can you see no", you slal'ling Wilham. il', ear ly to start 
pleose l 
lVii/Will: !Jut that's how II v.orks in our class 
A,llla: >"Juh -uh, don ' l call pe()ple ' trihe'( [(alltell IWlghmga 101] The) know 
how lo starl up, and they like l<1 speak lIke thaI. ~nd it ' , nOt rightl 
,)(11'(1/1: Plea>e igoore them and lell me what you think [miler' .,/11/ laughillg [ 
Alina: \\hal I think personally, I don't mind if anyone judges me or 
whatever Ihey Ih ink about me. but it's oot only them call1~g people 
"tribes' or wh~te;'er, some 01'11'; blacb we also c·~ l llhem coloureds .J don' t 
knov. where lhe lhing carne fi'om, bUl the racisl thing, it is happening a~d 
it', a really big issue in scJKJ{,1 Even the tea~hers, I have to go there, ';Orne 
of the leachers are r~clst There IS ~ racist problem in this schooL 
Anna wa, ,ery distressed in lhis episode. yet this ,lid n()t ,t()P lhe ~()Ioured students 
from ~OI1tinulng to teao.e and laugh ~t her. con,i ste~rly underml~ing her. reg~rd l es> of 
the i~tervention> J attempted \Vhen everyone ~almed down and ,he finally got he! 
say. all ,tudent-;. black and coloured, agreed lhat mcial div1Si<1ll> and racism are majm 
problems in the sch(J{,1 In parlicular, lhey agreed lhal teachers were hOlh railing 10 
tntervene In the r~c·i,m , a~d adivelJ partabng in it 
"rOlca 11 il':h 
Pwtea High is a far less atlluent school than Panorama High, with teachers 
struggling with large class sizes a~d discipline problem,. Cl~sses were often 
c·~nccl kd , with students dismissed several hours early, and there werc ,everal 
robb~rie, and fighls in school reachers are proud of the anti-apartheid history oflhe 
scIKJ{,I, "hich admitted learners of colour in the 1'J:\()s. However, racialiscd rhetOlic 
i, common, the schcxli'-; prohlems ,tem fi-om the 'Ilooding' 01' tht ,~hool with 
students li'om the township,. with one ttacher ,ayi ng they aCl I ike ' g()j'illas ' (Tcachers 
FG) Similar skreOlYpes circulated in Protea as in Panomm~ Iligh, explored in the 
nexl seclion. Students (coloured) and t ea~hers >aId Ihat b l a~k studc~h wtre lazy ~~d 
felt they Wl'rl' 'ent itl ed to pass e,en lhough lhey do rw work' (Teachers H,), hecause 
till'y 'hold 0~1O aparlh~id and now no one's going lO tcllthem [ll'/iar 10 do]' (Esme I) 
However, several teachers did speak with sensitivity about 'the ';(l~la l problems In th~ 










Whilst these schools differ at first glance, the experiences of students in both 
schools were very similar. From this point forth in this chapter, the analysis is cross-
cutting, with discussion referring to themes clearly identifiable in both schools. 
Multiculturalism and Racism 
In the classrooms, students will sit together and talk, but at break time they 
split into 'race' groups, of each gender, and these groups determine how an individual 
can and cannot behave: 'they'll define you by, if you a coloured they'll define you by 
what coloureds do, and what blacks do and what whites do' (Esme I). This racial 
division is a source of frustration and embarrassment to some of the students, but is 
nevertheless a daily reality in both schools. When asked why they thought that their 
schools were so segregated, the students replied that linguistic and cultural differences 
were the problem, as well as residential segregation: 
rU\'l{)'(): We all want the same thing to interact, to have a connection with 
people, but language barriers or lifestyles are sometimes too different and 
you just never meet [pullches olle hand into the other] ... There isn't that 
common ground where you can say 'We all are one'. Yeah, we want that 
but... it's too different. 
When asked about the experience of being in a diverse school, students spoke about 
how much they have learnt about 'other cultures' students use the 'softer' 
terminology of multiculturalism to speak about racialised differences, as Soudien 
(2004b) has found in other South African schools. In doing so, they are reframing, 
and assertillX, difference in terms of 'culture' as opposed to 'race', as the studies by 
Dolby (2001) and Erasmus and De Wet (2003) found. Part of this is positive 
stereotyping, which nevertheless works to reproduce the divisions amongst students. 
Black and coloured students spoke of how 'Africans' or 'black people' are 'very 
talkative and friendly' (Peter 2), 'passionate, full of life, outgoing' (FG4), and 'they 
stand together' (FG2). 
There were virtually no positive stereotypes of 'coloured' people. All 
students speak about how 'coloureds don't know who they are', and they have 'sort of 
taken on other people's cultures' (Mbuyi 2), with one girl commenting that 'we not 
white enough to be white or black enough to be black' (FG2). This reflects the 
discourses that circulate in South African society as a whole, due to the creation of the 
apartheid category 'Coloured' for people of diverse ancestries (African, Asian and 










(Foster, 1991). It is only 'systematic and recurring practices of designation and 
separation [that] have cemented a distinctive community from heterogeneous 
elements' (Martin, 2001:249). As a consequence of these negative stereotypes, 
'black' students often immediately identified themselves as 'black', whereas no 
'coloured' students would self-identify as 'coloured', but would instead talk from a 
distance, about 'coloureds' as a group, when talking about their own communities. 
In both schools, racialised joking and negative stereotyping amongst the 
students is the norm, and a primary cause of fights between pupils. 'Black people' 
are framed as 'loud', 'tribal', not 'civilised', and even teased by being called 
'baboon'. 'Coloureds' all wear the same clothes, 'steal', and 'don't have any 
ambition'. Dolby (2001) shows how in Fernwood racialised joking promotes 
intimacy between black and coloured students, however both Dolby (2001) and 
Soudien (2007) show that is also symptomatic of racial tensions. The fine line 
between jokes and insults is often crossed in the two schools, and students described 
how the frequent racial conflicts are either sparked by intentionally aggressive and 
non-intentionally racist comments, or by other conflicts which 'get turned into a 
racial thing' (FG5), 'and then the Africans will come and the coloureds will come' 
(Peter 2), and the violence escalates. 
Race/Class/Power 
In both schools, the students in the minority 'race' group in the school feel 
marginalized ('coloured' students in Protea, and 'black' students in Panorama). 
However, racism leant heavily against the black students (acknowledged by all 
students), having a deeply demoralising effect on black learners. Teachers are nearly 
all 'coloured' or 'white', and students cited multiple instances of racism from teachers 
towards black students, with coloured students receiving preferential treatment. In 
Protea High, one student stated the following, which the others agreed to: 
Mandisa Whenever you go to the office and you black, the Deputy will always 
say 'You' Why don't you go to the township schoo" Why don't you go to the 
township school" [mimics her with a hiRh-pitched mice] 
Sarah: If you're in the office on your own with her what kind of things will she 
say? 
Mandisa: Yoh yoh yoh! 'You talking shit, you lying, you lying how can you say 
that!', and when your mother comes she pretends to be nice, 'You know we 










In Panorama High, the headmaster framed black students as a problem; the school had 
been 'flooded from the townships', a phenomenon which 'even spreads out to Sea 
Point' (Interview with Headmaster, 11110/2007), giving the school an 'unnatural 
population' for the demographics of the Province (even though the school is 
predominantly coloured). Reference to 'flooding' was also made at Protea, mirroring 
xenophobic discourses used against foreign Africans in the media (Harris, 2002). 
Frequent references in interviews made to the lightness or darkness of skin 
reflect the ideological relationship that exists between skin colour, class and power. 
Lindi describes this below, highlighting the position of power that the teachers are in, 
and the effect they have on pupils: 
'You tend to find when black kids have money and everything they more 
intimate with coloureds and ... everyone wants to play white in school [ ... ] 
The students think that being white is power and having money. It all 
comes down to the teachers, because we are influenced by them, if you are 
coloured or if you are white, then you better than the blacks. And so we 
take that and we put it in our minds you know, and we say to ourselves, OK, 
if I have this and I have that, and I'm a little bit light skinned, I'm better 
than you' (FG 1 ) 
Class tensions are being ascribed to, and articulated through, race. If you are a black 
student who speaks with an 'Englishy' accent, however you acquired it (through 
parents, schooling, television), accusations will follow that you think you are better 
than your peers. Words such as 'coconut' (black on the outside, white on the inside) 
and 'chiz boy/girl' (cheese, which is yellow) are used to harass anyone seen as 
'playing white'. There is a clear tension between what the dominant institutional 
culture of the school demands (valuing 'whiteness'), and what the students demand of 
each other (resistance to anything that is seen as 'playing white'). 
Violence/Power/Race 
In high school, students are constantly assessing their own, and others, social 
standing. This process is exacerbated in these two schools because of the violence 
that shapes many of the student's home communities. Whilst the climate of violence 
is more pronounced in Protea High than in Panorama High, both schools are attended 
by students who come from communities in which there are high levels of poverty, 
unemployment, domestic violence, abuse, and gangsterism (Salo, 2004; Soudien, 
2004a). Each male individual interview participant had either been stabbed or seen a 










aggressIve school environments, which are heavily gendered and racialised, where 
tensions are made worse by competition for material resources. 
When asked who holds most power in the schools, the students replied that it 
was 'the people who favour the bad things' (Lindi 2), or those who are most closely 
connected to gangs (Luvuyo 2). There are fights amongst the young women, as 
inclusion and exclusion in the difTerent friendship groups is fiercely policed, though 
the conflict is usually verbal. For the young men, social position and the ability to 
stand up for oneself in a physical fight are overlapped. They drew heavily upon hip-
hop/gangsta rap terminology, speaking in tem1S of 'respect', 'alliances' and 
'associates': 'if you don't have respect for somebody else, they not going to have 
respect for you, at the end you going to cause a fight between you' (Peter, 1). There 
is an ever-present threat of violence, which individuals have to negotiate their way 
around. 
In this context, one has to constantly assess who is an 'associate' and who is 
a threat: 'you just look for your people with your kind of characteristics ... cos you 
gonna get nowhere man alone' (FG5). The following quote, where Sive explores the 
racial divide between students, leads to a critical comment for theorising the 
relationship between race, violence and power: 
Sive: I think it's more of it's not their race, but it's their attitude, where 
they're at. Like I cannot go and sit with the coloured guys over there 
because there's nothing to talk about. The stuff that they enjoy, for me it 
would be like I don't get it. What's so fun about that. It's more of the 
'where you come from' and 'what you like to do' [than race] it's like you 
stay to your own culture ... 
Max: And respect whoever does not look like you 
[Ihey aI/laugh] 
Sive: Yeah, the rule is respect. 
These quotes give insight into how the context of violence in which the students are 
living interacts with the racialised discourses circulating in South African society at 
large. In an environment where you constantly have to assess who you can trust and 
who is a threat, any signifier of difference is identified and used to assert power. The 
first marker in South African society is a person's perceived 'race', and therefore you 
must be cautious and show respect to 'Hhoever does not look like YOll'. This answers 
the question raised by Wetherell (2003) of what people are doing, in their specific 
local contexts, when they are employing racialised discourses. The meanings held 










perceived 'race' offers strategic allegiance and security for students of both genders, 
as well as a means of provoking violence. 
• Looks' and labels 
Bodily appearance is a critical site in which identities are constructed and 
affirmed (Dolby, 2001; Erasmus, 2000a; Giddens 1991; Woodward 1997). In 
addition to 'race', there were other visual markers of difference: gender, clothing and 
other indicators of wealth. The schools (in which all young women were referred to 
as 'chicks') were highl y gendered, and sexualised, environments. At the Panorama 
High 2007 beauty pageant, the young men displayed their 'ripped' muscles, and the 
girls wore bikini tops and short skirts. On 'civvies' days at Protea High, 'you must 
dress like you a model on a runway' (FG2), and students describe the pressure to look 
good every day, and how this affects friendship groupings: 
Amanda: In the beginning of the year when new children come, they choose 
your beauty to become a friend of yours ... How much money do you have, 
what phone you have, what clothes you wear, if you are pretty, things like 
that, like 'you not pretty enough to be my friend'. 
Sarah: So 'looks' is a big thing? 
Amanda: Especially among the blacks. 
fhemhisa: Yeah, blacks. 
Sarah You feel it's more hectic than with coloureds kids? 
Ashley: Actually, it's the same with coloureds, cos if your hair isn't slick 
enough then you not good enough. 
Kale: So your clothing, your fashion, defines how much money you have. 
Many students feel disheartened as they cannot afford to buy fashionable clothes, let 
alone new uniforms as their bodies grow (FG2). 
The reference to hair needing to 'slick enough' in the first quote shows the 
particular way in which bodies must be groomed and presented. Erasmus (2000a) 
describes the seventeen-step process of getting 'kroes' (frizzy) hair to be straight, and 
warns against simplistic readings into the politics of hair straightening by young 
women of colour. She says that for her it was a 'ritual of affirmation for me as a 
young black woman', and did not carry with it the desire to look 'white' (Erasmus, 
2000a:386). Erasmus (2000a:388) argues that it is part of the process of creolisation, 
which 'entails reclaiming and living with fragments of origins and entanglements with 
whiteness, in the process of creating new cultural forms and practices, which do not 
have to be coherent and lor complete'. However, whilst some girls might experience 










fits into dominant constructions of beauty in the media, cannot be dismissed, and 
neither can the fact that having 'kroes' hair in these schools has implications for who 
you can befriend and date. In the following quote, Bongani talks about why he was 
attracted to people with straight hair: 
'That was the image that was painted in the magazine, they say you have to 
be this type of person, and I was attracted to that type of people, cos that's 
what I saw, that's what I thought you should be attracted to, and that went 
into my mind 'Ok she [a 'white' gir(friend (d"his] has straight hair so I like 
her', but black people were like ... [trails (df]' 
Darling-Wolf (2004) explored how Japanese women experienced Westernised images 
of feminine beauty and showed how even though some of these women resisted and 
reinterpreted these images, they could not escape the desire to make their bodies 
match the images. In these schools, skin colour and straightness of hair are used to 
establish a hierarchy amongst students, and this is informed by the racialised concepts 
of beauty that dominate on a global scale. 
Hip-hop/Gangsta rap vs. Rock 
The style that dominates the lives of all the young men, and some of the 
women, is that of hip-hop: 'I like baggy stutf A big T-shirt, double XXL, baggy 
jeans, a pair of sneakers, and a hat that's about to fall off (FG3). Music is an 
important part of the lives of many of the students, and it sparked passionate 
conversations. The young men live and breathe the language of hip-hop, its music 
and mythology; they relate to the stories being told by African American hip-hop 
artists, and in them find the inspiration to see them through their daily struggles, 
particularly with violence. The rhetoric of resistance against the racialised oppression 
experienced in America has resonance with many of these individuals, and it is given 
new meaning in the South African context, as discussed by Battersby (2003). The 
American 'ghetto' and the South African 'township' become one imaginary space, 
with hip-hop providing a powerful inspiration to escape: 'imagine hardship, imagine 
everything ... hip hop is the way out of that lifestyle, without hip hop it wouldn't 
happen' (Luvuyo 1). Different elements of hip-hop (the lyrics, the political message, 
the beats, the styles) have different resonance depending on the individual, as will 
become clear in the narrative section. 
What is important to note is that there have been significant shifts in the 










'white' students (though some 'white' students enjoyed gangsta rap). In Panorama 
and Protea Highs, female participants listed several styles of music in their favourite 
songs, including Bollywood. A sizeable minority of students enjoy rock music, and, 
whilst this is a cause for controversy (FG6), there is enough of them that share this 
passion and can assert themselves against the hip-hop/RnB (Rhythm and Blues) 
mainstream. When asked why they enjoy it so much, they answered, as with hip-hop, 
that it expressed where they are at, at this point in their lives, as well as expressing 
frustrations with 'mainstream' society. However, even though black and coloured 
students might both like hip-hop, or rock, and might occasionally dance to the same 
music on the dance floor, the barriers persist: 
Rongani: With South Africa now, everybody's listening to everything now. 
It's not like only black people listen to hip hop and this and that. Even 
house, it used to be a black thing, now coloureds listen to it. Even rock, it 
used to be only white kids listen to it. Now even I'm listening to it and my 
other friends. There's no one music that someone really owns nowadays, 
everyone listens to everything. 
Sarah: But doesn't that mean you will hang out together') 
Bongani: No. 
Transgressing boundaries 
Whilst the racial divide between black and coloured students does dominate 
the social landscape in both schools, there are many individuals in the schools who 
are constantly crossing these boundaries, either in terms of the imaginary spaces they 
occupy, such as through music, or actively in how they behave with friends. 
However, they may be met with hostility, and this limits how many people are willing 
to 'try to be between both' (Lindi, 2). All individual interview participants described 
how in group settings they often find themselves confronting racist comments made 
by their friends, and how they are often having to juggle or justify interactions across 
race boundaries, as described by Esme: 
'when there's a racial argument then you must stick with your racial group, 
you're not allowed to stand up for anybody else .. if you don't then there's 
something wrong with you, and then you an outcast and I don't think 
anybody wants to be an outcast, because if s not a nice feeling .. But I'd 
rather be left alone than be grouped in with someone that is doing something 
negative' (Esme, I) 
There were several individuals who, through failing to affiliate with their own 'race', 










others who had experienced similar frustrations, and felt more empowered from 
having asserted their personal values. 
There is, therefore, resistance to, and within, the racialised boundaries. In 
this process, intimacies of resistance are developing, where those who are 
uncomfortable with 'the way things are' are finding each other (Mbuyi 1). Soudien 
(2007: 15) draws on Erikson's theorisation of the importance of intimacy in youth 
identity, and this has resonance with the ways in which these students are carving out 
new ways of belonging and new ways-of-being for themselves. Many of the students 
spoke of different tensions that grew inside them when they first came to high school, 
and the split identities they had to maintain, such as between their inner values and 
those of their friendship groups, or between home and school. Many stand out in their 
home community, because of their uniforms and accents (Bongani 1, Lindi I, Luvuyo 
1). Some students resist the dominant English culture of the school by speaking 
Xhosa. For many of them, becoming 'one person, 24/7' (Luvuyo, I) is a principal 
concern, and finding others going through similar struggles allows them to 'generate 
new identities in ways that provide for them a sense of integrity' (Soudien, 2007: 15). 
Many of the students were conscious of the way in which they were 
positioned as a consequence of their perceived race. Some students conveyed 
empathy in terms of understanding the struggles of 'race' groups other than their own, 
with Luvuyo commenting on how difficult it must be to be poor and white, as the 
stereotype is that white people are rich, whereas 'being black and African and poor, 
people get where you're from, if you're wealthy, we still get where you're from, you 
made it out of poverty' (Luvuyo 2). In saying that nobody will 'get where you're 
from' if you are poor and white, Luvuyo is articulating the way in which stereotypes 
operate to restrict the capacity for empathy and understanding that people can have 
for each other. There was heated debate around notions of 'blackness' and 
'colouredness' in the focus groups, with many different interpretations and meanings 
being explored. What it means to be 'black' was particularly reflective of this 
moment in South African history; 'black' does not refer to a colour, but means power, 
pride, a hunger to succeed, and access to opportunities (FG4, Luvuyo 2). This 
contrasts with the meaning of blackness to the older woman in Motsemme's (2002) 
study, who related it to the community values she experienced under apartheid. This 










in contemporary South African society. Each student has a different location in this 
matrix. 
Students had different ideas of why patterns of segregation were continuing 
in the school and in South Africa. Many students matter-of-factly stated 'culture', 
locating difference in the present. 'Stereotyping' was also commonly referenced. 
Others went deeper into historical processes, as shown in the following quotes: 
lhembisa: You know what bothers me so much. People say that apartheid is 
over. It is NEVER going to be over' [5,'holtting, clapping hand,·] 
Esme: It's over in law, yeah, but the people ... it will never be over. 
Natalie: It's always the racist mindset. 
/)Ildi: Like, the way we living now, it's like history repeating itself. I think 
apartheid isn't gone or past or whatever. .. it's still rising. It's going to repeat 
itself, history always does, but it repeats itself in other ways or in other forms, 
you know, and right now it is, it is, it is [repeating itse(fJ .. 
Lindi then explained herself as meaning that 'apartheid is still in and around us', and 
"the way of thinking' came from' long time ago'. Her belief was that if people did not 
name the problems, there would never be a way of dealing with them. Esme 
described how parents pass prejudice and resentment on to their children, who then 
"stick to what they think they're supposed to be' (Esme, I) Mbuyi argues that people 
need to begin to examine how their thinking contributes to blocking change: 
'We're going through a lot of changes in South Africa and I think it's 
affecting us because our parents tell us something which we bring here to 
school and we don't share it with somebody else. I'm saying we walk 
around with the mentality of something negative about another race, about a 
human being, and it's deep inside us. Because we never talk about it, it will 
always be there and it will al ways stop us [ ... ] we all walk around with a 
certain perception that white people are so and black people are so and that 
shouldn't be it [ ... ] I think we have it in each and everyone of us' (FG6) 
These young women all believed that not having safe spaces to talk about the issues in 
the school meant that they would persist, indefinitely. These same students would 
draw on racist stereotypes when speaking about other 'race' groups, and could not 
escape the racialised thinking that they critiqued. They are the subjects 'caught 
between a desire to erase race but simultaneously invoking it at every turn' 
(Motsemme, 2002:658). There was a recognition by many students of the challenge 
they share in creating a different South Africa, but they did not believe that the 
changes would happen with their generation (if ever), though some hoped 'maybe in 










However, there was a potentially critical difference in the two schools. As 
described earlier, Panorama High actively promotes the image of itself as a school in 
the 'rainbow nation', and even though there is racism in the school, it may be that 
having access to and participating in that imagery is having an effect on these 
students. Several Panorama students described a change they had felt, as summarised 
by Peter: 'Last year the school was starting to get beautiful man. I don't know why it 
was just .... joy, excitement, to come to the school. The Africans and coloureds started 
bonding, and they started talking, started hugging each other', and something shifted. 
Bongani talked about how a coloured girl had berated him for making 'is it because 
I'm black' jokes all the time, and how he had actually talked through the issues with 
her, and realised 'she does have a point, so ever since that day I never made a black 
joke again, cos I've really noticed that ok, everybody's the same' (see page 77). It 
appeared that a small but significant degree of openness had been reached, where 
students could firstly simply start to interact socially, but could also begin to speak 
about the tensions that exist between them. Protea High is a more antagonistic and 
violent space, and consequently students express significantly less optimism for 
overcoming racial tensions. This potentially supports Soudien's (2007) findings, 
where the ethos of the various schools is translated in the attitudes of its learners. 
However, even though this change occurred in Panorama, Mbuyi comments how it is 
still 'awkward', and their year group is 'so close but at the same time so far from each 
other. .. we still separate' (Mbuyi 1). 
Living in the 'Rainbow Nation' 
Students both embrace and critique the concept of the 'rainbow nation', a 
concept which contains 'too much incorrect stereotyping' (Luvuyo, 1), which has 
been 'overdone' and is 'pumped too much in our faces everyday' (Bongani, 2). 
Luvuyo believes that the timing was wrong, and that the 'rainbow nation' imagery 
that flooded the media in the 1990s, and still does, should only have come after years 
of reconciliation. Many of the students were also fiercely critical of the government, 
and spoke with irony and sarcasm about politicians and the 'Proudly South African' 
campaign, whilst claiming to be 'Proudly South African'. 
The following excerpt shows some of the contrasting feelings that students 
have towards the 'rainbow nation', and also captures the texture of moments when 










Sl,wh: WII(' do you think lives in the rainbow nation? 
Xolisl<"u: J ~<ln S<ly the pt'ople who ha,~ mOII~y and power can live in it and 
us the people in thc to'\'nships. tile ghetto pt'ople. we don'!. 
Simphilre: Uh-uh Xoli. wc do live in it. 
r.;Ildi: \Ve do Ii", in it, bl1tthe pt'ople that havc th~ moncy and power say ·0J.... 
this belong8 to the ruinoow nution und that d'Je~n't belong tn it' ... Hayi, I(lf l IS 
in til<: townships v.'C don't lwve that, flu! we ar~ diverse in a way ... S') v.e do 
live in the minhow nation . 
.-Ifury: n-.: p<.'Ople "hn dnn't li\' ~ in th~ rainhow nation are lhe pt'ople from 
Afric~. Some or <Ill of us do jlldge them, 'No, he'8 a kw~r~kwer~' [deroguIOI)' 
namefilrforeign Aji-ieans] 
Lind;: \Vhen I go to lhe W~terrrom, anti I sce somc dlldes, limiIUle" wulklllg 
along and checking ow some 'hOi' .t:IIYs[ and I'm wcuring my Ilicc slK:akcrs, 
and they <Ire too, I leel conned~d.l i k~ y~<lhl IF.l'ery()Il~ scr~umsJ 
The rcfcrcllce to the Victo ria and Albert Waterfront, and to clothing, is important. TIl<' 
Walerfront, at \\ceJ...entis, SITS families or all "raccs' mingk with touri~ts umongst 
hundreds of shops, many of which sell cxpensive clothing from global brands. In Ill<' 
e}cs of young SOllth Africans. who recei\'c 'rainhow nalion' im<lgery p",dominant ly 
through the media and ad,'ertising, the Waterfro lll rcprescnts the image 01" <I "n~w'" 
transfomlcd, and capitalist South Africa, whose citizens can enjoy <I<:~e~s 10 
globaliscd ~oru;umer culture. 
One group of girls who I met up with several times diseo\'~rcd I ha,e a 
digital C<lm~ru. From til<:n on thc~' were always late, and I would find them ill the 
"",11001 toi lets getting dressed in t rcnd~' outfits so they could pose for photos, After a 
IOcu~ grollp. we "~nt to my roorto look o\'~r C~pe Town ~nd two ofthcnt showed off 
lheir shoes, whieh were the "Lucostc" hmnd: 










On this meet-up, they spent time spotting all the expen,i,e ears fi-om the five-star 
hotel opposite, naming the model and specifications One girl ,aid that wh~n she 
,teps out of h<er door. 'all you ,ee " ,;hach ,;ha~ks shacks, and all vou ,mell i, 
pollution I would love to hav~ thi,; vi~w Sarah_ yohl' highlighting how privikged 
my life i,; In ~ompari,on to th~ir" The,e girl> ,;poke frankly abolll hflw they cannot 
am,rd the dothing that they look at ilS lhey slroll around rnalls. blll through a 
gen~mlL'; family memher might flcca,ionally manag~ to pur~hase an cxpensive label 
Only tho,;~ with enough mon~) can r~gularl) accc,;s spaces with the 
diver,ity of which South Africa i,; ,0 pmlLd, dlLe to lhe nature ofraciallsed re,ldcntial 
,egregation and economic inequality (Ro,pabe and Selod, 20(6) However. as 
de,cnbed hv Salo (2004) and l\ullall (2004a), hy occasionallv going to div~r,e, 
~o,mopolitan ,pa<:e, >uch as th~ \Vat~rti-onl. b) dre»lng :md grooming Ixxlies in 
particular ,lyleS. and through watching certain televi,iflJl shmvs and movies. these 
yOlLng people are imagining them,elves both as part flf the ideal of th~ rainbow 
nation. and as part of a global middle-class, framed by Arncrican "alues Soudien 
(2007) reports on fillctings by the South African National Youth SUJ>ev (2000)_ that 
shows how even though many South AfrLcan youth are living in condnions of poverty 
and violence, ~~% are happy with th<eir l i\'~,; and 75% arc optimisti~ about th<eir future 
lives III South Afi-ica, with Soudien commenting that 'the ~ra of de!TIocra~y is an era 
of new opportlLnity even d' it I'; diflicult Ifl materiahze thlS opportlLnity' (200744) 
'lh~ media plays such an important mlc in allowing the voung people I interviewed Ifl 
ac~es,; ernpo,,~red self-images_ as they prepare them,elves for a future where thev 
will not be held bac~ hy poverty Ihis photo on the next page was my favourite, as It 











Fig3: Allhe heach. 
Wh~n ashd how lh~v dream or Ihcir lutures, every participant (except for 
Esme) in th~ frx:u5 grnups and mdividual inlerviews, menlion~d driving a luxury car 
and/or Ii, ing in tft<; excl usive resi<.knliul ~reas "I' Camps tiay or Constantia, 'Making 
it;n life ', and living the lilcslyk portrayed b)' pop"lar Ameri~an hip-hop artists such 
as 50 Cent and Dr Dre, involves Iilsi Cilrs, luxury !lats, designer clothing, and 'girls 
money panics' (LuvlL)'o I). The sludenls' Iilvourite TV shows were America's Next 
'lop Model. Oprah, Friends. Nip Tock and the like: \'cry few mentioned locaJly 
prodlleed programmes. [longan; p"l it sll(;~mcll )' when 1 asked him who he liked 
Friends sO much, saying ' th~y' r~ like being the P1Cture or the type of life I want to 
lead",lhey dnn't like really ''''liT) ahoul a 101. Y"u knowT. Nearly all of the young 
women had Oprah as their rnk modeL 
Esm~ reads boob recommended by 'Thc Opr..lh Rook Club', such as 'The 
Se"rd' und 'Con'ersutions wilh God', Failh in a 'God" plays a fundamental role in 
toc lives of man) of the students. The growing ultention to 'spiri lUality' in IOC media. 
and the access this provid(!S In s: st~ms of hdid Ii-om other parts or Ihe world, has 
presented individuals with new ways of theorising their exisknce. For Fsme. some 










everj1hing that I stand tor, and ifs re~lIv hard to read, bUl ifvOli read book~ hk" that . . 
then you n"cd to op,;n up your mlild to ncw possibilities' (hm", I) I.u'uyo's 
inter"st in br~te led him to explor" Rliddhism when hc \.,as thirteen, an(1 he is 
frustrated by Afnc~n tradition~lists, \,ho prornote tradition, which he feel~ have no 
re],;vance to those living in urban aro;;as, and will bc of no bcnefitto hi, children, who 
wl11 'h~ve t 0 make it in Ii fe as an mdil'ldllal' 
It is now vital to return to Carb~ugh's (2001,122) questions of'what cultural 
philosophy is belllg presumed about what a person is (and ShOlll(1 be), what actions 
c~n (and should) get done, how one can (and should) feel, tndecd how one can (and 
should) dwell in places?' , The-;e young people concelve of themseh'Cs primarily as 
individuals in the worl(L who, through hard v,orX aTld p~n,istence, can be successful in 
life, running bu~inesses or becomi ng famous, livl ng In exclusi\'e res td"ntial ~re~s, and 
driving luxury cars, 'Making it in life as an in(livi(luai' was the dominant theme 
am()ngst ne~rly all the studenl" and renect, the liberal , capitali~t values that p,;rmeate 
thetr society, value, which are deeply 'race(1' (joldl}e!'g, 2002) 
Peck (1994) critique, thirteen episodes of Oprah', talk-show from 1992, 
Wh lCh focu,e(1 on raci,m and the Los Angeles riot, octween African-.'\meriean 
resid~nts, local bu,ine" owner, and the police Peck (199494) ,how, hov, 'liberal, 
therapeutic and prote,lam discourses' on the programmc locatcd racism in the 
Indl vldu~ L thm pre,ent;ng any examination of the ,ocial an(1 hi,torical ,truClUres of 
racism and inequalitv in Amer;ca, therefore clo,ing ofTthe potential lor ~ny collcctive 
political action. Taking into consideration the struclllral illequ~litles that perSist III the 
South African context, and the fact that 'schools fail the bulk of young people' 
(Sulldien, 2007:39), the chance, are slim that all of these young individu~ls will 
'make it ' an(1 purchase the cars and houses they desire, yet the liberal self-hdp 
disc(H jr,e, propagated in Oprah's shows posit that they will only hav" themsclves to 
blame (Peck, 1994) Oprah replie(1 to one black au(lience member v.h" admitted to 
looting i:>ecause he had no otlier mean, to ,urvjve 'Who ,ays you're supposed to haye 
i!''- (ihid 117) 
What will it take for some of these young people 10 'make it'" Doing well 
in sc\J(1()1 i~ vital to gaining acce" 10 the busine" careers that most of these young 
people aspire to Wildman and Davi, (2000,53) articlilatc how 'members ofsoc;ety 
arc judged, and succ~tXi or fail, measurtXi against the characteristics that are hdd hy 










Africa (Seekings and Natrass, 2005), and aflluent schools have increasingly diverse 
student populations, 'the dominant approach of all [former white English-speaking] 
schools to the inclusion of children of colour. .. is that of white middle-class 
assimilation' (Soudien, 2007: 77) Whiteness structures the norms and values of these 
two schools, and determines who will be listened to in class. This creates great 
tension as students who are seen as 'playing white' are teased, whilst those who feel 
alienated from the culture of the institution barricade themselves behind their own 
language and cultural codes. One student, in trying to understand the racial divides in 
the school, stated the following: 
'What I don't understand about this racial thing is, they're saying it's about 
apartheid Whatever. Apartheid was between blacks and whites, I see no 
whites in this school [ ... ] it was blacks and coloureds together, against 
whites [ ... ] maybe they [coloureds] think they whites, so they should be 
against blacks, or maybe blacks think coloureds are whites and they should 
be against them [ .. ] But I don't get it, there are no whites in this school'. 
This student has identified the ways in which the 'race' thinking of apartheid, where 
people of colour were pitted against one another, continues in these schools, which 
are haunted by whiteness. Whilst they don't have to he 'white' to succeed, whiteness 
exerts a heavy influence on the choices they make about who they should be, if they 
want to get anywhere in this world. The next chapter explores the struggles that six 
individuals are facing as they try to make these choices, and negotiate the terrain that 










Chapter 5 - Individual Narratives 
This chapter will present each identity narrative individually. Identity 
boX/collage images are only included where they expanded the understanding 
developed through the narrative accounts. The '1 wants' lists are included as 
Appendix 4, and provide valuable insight into participant's lifeworlds. 
"Nombuyiselo (Mbuyi)" 
IPanorama High] 
'/ think .Ie)!' me in my mind / 've go this odd definition <?f what black is, cos 
/ ','e gh'en up tlJ'ing to figure it Fom other people ... when / say / 'm black, 
this is my cullure, alld this is where / come .limn. My country has sl!llered a 
lot and my people have sl~tlered a lot. [ mean a lot qf black people have 
sl(ffered, therefore / '/11 this black that S'teve Biko wanted, and [ 'm trying to 
be this black that Nelson Mandela Ivanted, and I'm trying 10 be this hlack 
Ihal is sorl (!f whal my anceslors prefer or lvould Ivanl me 10 be. / am hlack, 
and extremely proud (!i il. Ihis is what I've defined black as ... this is who I 
am 
Mbuyi's narrative of her life story is framed by a struggle to understand her 
'blackness', as the meanings of the signifier 'black' changed around her as she moved 
through different schools. Her story highlights the intersubjective, relational and 
emotional (Crossley, 1996; Henriques, 1998) construction of identity, as the prejudice 
she experienced in different schools, shaped the identity she would eventually claim 
for herself 
Mbuyi was born in Welkom, Free State, and spent her early childhood living 
with an aunt as her parents were away searching for work. This caused her a great 
deal of trauma, as she would often have to do housework as a child, and desperately 
missed her parents. Eventually her family was reunited and they moved to Parow 
East, Cape Town. Even though the family of four was living in one room, she 
describes it as one of the happiest times in her life. It was at this point that she began 
primary school, and first came to understand that she was 'black'. 
Her father was determined to enrol her in the nearby primary school. The 
school was nearly exclusively attended by 'white' children, though 'there was a 
couple coloured'. Upon approaching the school gates for the first time, her father was 
told 'No, we're not buying anything' (to which he replied 'No, I'm not selling 
anything'), and the headmaster attempted to dissuade him, saying that Mbuyi would 










the first black Xhosa-speaking girl at the school Her name became' Mbuyi', which it 
remains in school until today, as 'white' and 'coloured' teachers struggle to 
pronounce Nombuyiselo. Whilst she supports her father's decision to send her there, 
Mbuyi describes this time as a really 'negative spot', as her self-confidence was very 
low: 
'I didn't know at that age you should be ... it's not that you should be with 
your own people, it's just that certain things confuse you. Cos ),Olf 'I'e xrOlt'!l 
lip in a d[flerelll IJpe qf clf/Illre, and ),011 mighl Ihink il is yours and you 
might want that culture. You don't want it as such but if's like in ),011 nOlt', 
you can't help it so ... it was tough for me because there was 
discrimination ... the other kids didn't understand. and J nel'er knelt' Ihal J 
It'US d{tferellf from other kids ... 1 mean you can't be Chinese and go to a 
Xhosa school, you know') Definitely you gonna be emotionally depressed ... 
deep down inside there was something missing' (my italics) 
Here, Mbuyi locates culture in upbringing, and shows how it is only upon coming into 
contact with others not of the same upbringing that she realised she was 'different'. 
Her troubles in secondary school, when she was confronted with her 'own people', 
deepened her understanding of how fluid culture can be. 
Moving to secondary school was equally, if not more, fraught, as the Xhosa 
girls that Mbuyi was grouped with had a completely different 'mindset' to her own. 
Mbuyi understood their differences as a moral one, and conflicts arose around 
drinking, smoking and having boyfriends, which Mbuyi refused to participate in. 
Girls within her own friendship group called her a 'coconut', on account of how she 
spoke English, and accused her of being 'coloured'. She became increasingly 
unhappy and depressed: 
l'vihllyi 1 mean this other chick asked me 'why aren't you like us') I mean 
'why aren't you like Us'')1 
Sarah What did you say') 
Alhll)'i How do you answer a stupid question like that') ... People would 
judge me and who 1 was, and look down on me and 1 felt 1 was in a place 
that 1 did not want to be, but at that time 1 felt like 1 had no choice [ ... ] there 
was no reason for me not to be hanging out with coloured people that 1 felt 
comfortable with at that time, but ... for me it was like 1 wouldn't have fitted 
anywhere ... 1 had nowhere to go. So that was hell. 
She realised she would have to define her own identity, or she would be forever 
pleasing whichever party was attempting to exert power over her: 
'The thing is with being Xhosa, 1 always thought that being Xhosa was so 
and so, but then you get to high school and it's not. So now it's not being 










These experiences have made Mbuyi very critically aware of how 'race', 'culture', 
and 'identity' are constructed; firstly, in upbringing (see Mbuyi's quote on page 46 
also), and secondly, through how you as an individual define yourself, as shown in the 
opening quote and above. 
Mbuyi speaks about how young South Africans are not only carrying around 
the negative 'stuff inherited from parents, but are also 'carrying a lot of stuff from 
now', because of the 'worse battles we have to fight now', such as violence, drugs, 
and HIV / AI Os. She remarked upon how' amazing' it was that students' even manage 
to be in the same room' together, given how much psychological baggage they are 
each walking around with. 
Three internal worlds have sustained Mbuyi through her friendship struggles 
in secondary school: Black Consciousness, her imagined future, and God. Her father 
encouraged her to read Steve Biko, which resonated with the struggles she was facing 
in school, and taught her to 'love herself' as she was, irrespective of others 
judgements of her. Mbuyi believes that the reason why Panorama High, and South 
Africa, are so segregated is that people don't know and understand 'where they have 
come from', and consequently, 'who they are'. In particular, 'we as black people' 
have not remained faithful to the vision of those who fought in the freedom struggle. 
Mbuyi has always dreamed of becoming a TV presenter, and after much 
persistence, managed to shine her way through a very competitive audition. Being a 
TV presenter for various youth shows ('I'm like a little Oprah') has helped her 
confidence enormously ('would you like my autograph now')' she said). Mbuyi often 
daydreams about 'what the future has to offer', not only in terms of her career, but 
also what the texture of everyday life would be like if she 'makes it'. She fantasises 
about living in a 'big big big house', and 'how much it's going to cost me to put 
petrol in that Mazda'. 
During the time when she felt the most pain and anger at school, Mbuyi 
began to read the Bible, and 'Bangl, I was in the zone'. Her newfound faith presented 
her with several challenges, as it added another layer to the many aspects of her self 
that she struggles to integrate, a challenge Soudien (2007) argues many young South 
Africans are facing. This is shown below: 
Sarah: What parts of your identity are most important to you? 
Mblfyi: I feel like I'm a combination of old skool and nu skool. I believe so 
much in my tradition and my ancestors, and then again I believe so much in 










me. It's like who am I as Mbuyi') And then who am I as Mbuyi who 
believes in the ancestors and tradition and blah blah blah') And who am I as 
Mbuyi that believes in God, and has that faith,) And then who am I as this 
person that comes to school every day with this certain mentality and 
emotions and vibe and the things that go around me') So there's so many 
things that are happening that are forming this identity and one day I'll 
probably conclude it but for now I'm just flowing, I'm just flowing, learning 
I guess. 
Mbuyi narrates the past as a process of coming to 'know herself, through defining 
who she was against others' claims on her identity. Mbuyi has a complex 
understanding of the way in which she has been born into a particular 'race' at a 
particular moment in history, and the way in which the position she currently occupies 
is very fluid, as shown above. This causes her distress, and she often would speak 
about a desire for some fixity, whilst acknowledging its impossibility: 
'I'm just there, floating around, and ... al I of a sudden, I'm not there, I'm not 
Mbuyi anymore ... So I don't know where God is taking me at the moment, 
I'm not sure, I just hope I'm going to get there really soon and can conclude 
my life ... but I don't think ... It's a never-ending cycle' 
Her hope is that she will be able to tind some resolution between the many facets of 
her identity that often contlict, so she wants: 
'mostly just to tind me in everything else I guess. Just to be one, where I 
have all these things but it's not a problem anymore cos I've just 











'(a.k.a Hurricane: ask y coz I don't know my damn self)' 
I Panorama High 1 
'My ultimate role model righl now, il has to be Dr Dre ... He comes from a 
rough neighhourhood bill he made il... Complon, America. Where he's 
from, I think it's even H'orse than here, hUI some (?l the things H'orse here, 
some \1'orse there. As he gTew up he made it out. Yhere's a song where he 
mentiolls 'take YOUllg leaders out Ihe hood, lake Iheir mind,' oul the hood', 
and where I'm from, the more Ilhink Ihat, I gel Ihat hope (!l 'there has to be 
more to this '. He impired me in that way. Making me want to sllcceed. 
Whenever Ifeel dOlvn, or 1just strayedfrom my vision, 1 listen 10 his tracks 
or look lip his picture. He's my ultimate impiration cos I have 10 get oul 
there. 7here's 111'0 things: eilher you make it or YOlf don't make il. (lyoll 
dOll 'I make il YOIl slay trapped. fl I make it 1 H'Wlt 10 ... Cape Y'011/11'S a 
heaut(lul place. I want to be like 'my child, look al the view' [looks out of 
the window at Cape Town below] and 1.l'ant to have a family, be afamily 
man, and I dOll 't want my child to b'TOW up where ... J 6 years later, I'm like 
'where's my .\"Oll/', and people tellillg me he got shot, he gol stahhed I 
want to he a goodfatherfigllrefor my SOil. ' 
Luvuyo's way-of-being in the world, and his self-identity, have been shaped 
by the permanent threat, and presence, of violence in his life. He has had to 
continually assess this threat, and negotiate his actions and identities accordingly, to 
protect himself Luvuyo tells his story as one of going 'from bad to good', as he 
reassessed the choices he needed to make in his life, 'to keep myself alive'. 
Consequently, over time, he has asserted his wishes against those of his friends more 
and more. Whilst nearly all of them dropped out of school or are in prison, Luvuyo is 
now trying to focus on his studies and 'making it'. 
Luvuyo has understood his experiences, and negotiated his way through a 
maze of choices, through hip-hop. He has a CD which is 'a compilation mix of all my 
great songs but at the same time each one reminds me of a phase in life or a phase I 
still have to go through', and it features the African American artists Dr Ore, Game, 
Jay Z, Snoop Doggy Dog, Biggie and Tupac. The message he takes from this hip-hop 
imaginary (,ghetto' lives transformed through 'making it') is central to how he 
narrates his past, present and future, providing him with a storyline that will allow 
him to transcend his circumstances. 'Dying to live' asks what the point is in life if 
you are' fighting to live but in matter of fact all you going to do in Ii fe is just fight'. 
'Staring at the world through my rearview' has inspired him to 'step back a bit and 
look at the scene' when he is drinking and partying, and ask 'tomorrow, what's the 










"Live and die in LA' reflects Luvuyo' s complicated relationship to the place 
that has made him who he is, Litha Park in Khayelitsha, and he changes the lyrics to 
'Live and die in Khayelitsha'. He lived in Gugulethu, then moved to Litha Park, 
Khayelitsha, which was" a blessing from the sky', as he had been on a path to joining 
a gang and ending up either dead or in prison. In Gugulethu, "it's all the hype, you 
must attend all the parties, but once you stop ... are you still alive'!' He says 'Litha 
park made me the person that lam', as it was here that "} told myself now I don't 
want to live a lifestyle where I have to rob people, shoot people, stuff like that, that's 
not me, and at the same time not sophisticate myself meaning like looking down on 
people'. Litha Park forms the strongest tension in Luvuyo' s identity, as a place he 
both swears loyalty to, and is trying desperately to escape. 
In Litha Park there are 'skollies' (gangsters), "scwetsis' (who are into fast 
cars and girls, "flashy guys'), 'majita' ('the middle people') and "Iostos' (who are 
confused by their situation and simply 'lost') Luvuyo describes himself as a "majita': 
T m a normal guy, average guy, average school. Just average'. This desire to project 
himself as a "normal' guy follows from his belief that if he does not draw attention to 
himself, he will escape the violence of his surroundings. Luvuyo has built up a series 
of "fronts' which he can take refuge behind. The difference between seeing him in 
school and being in individual interviews was striking. In school he was either in his 
self-described "clownish type of persona' (which he fuels by watching his favourite 
TV show, "Whose Line Is It Anyway'!'), or in his 'serious face', which operates to 
close him off from his surroundings. 
The songs 'Sky's the limit' and 'Imagine' reflect Luvuyo's desire and 
determination to make it out of Lith a Park, and to take his mother with him, building a 
stable family where he is good example to his son, something Luvuyo' s father never 
was. Poverty has been a constant presence in their lives, and he hopes to be able to 
take the burden of supporting the family from his mother onto himself: so that she can 
"sit down and take a rest'. When I asked him what kind of life he would like to live, 
he replied with emotion, saying 'a life where like I could drive around man, where I 
don't live in fear', a 'city life' where he can "throw dinner parties' and where 
"everything will be feeling alright'. 
The other main tension in Luvuyo' s identity is formed by the two spaces of 
school and home. When he first came to Panorama High, he had a mentality that had 










Whilst he was involved in many fights in school, he has recently become more 
comfortable in the school environment. Now, 'at home 1 have to have the persona of 
like if you confront me you have to expect trouble, and at school 1 have the persona of 
being like 'ok everybody's friendly". Switching between the two spaces causes him 
strain, as they 'sometimes clash', and he prefers being on neutral territory where he 
can melt into the background. 
The song that Luvuyo related to the most was by Game which is entitled 
'One Night'. Luvuyo compares himself to Game as 'we kind of brothers looking up 
to the same father figure [J)r Dre], in a funny way'. 'One Night' tells the story of 
when Game was shot and 'half of his friends turned their back on him'. On Luvuyo's 
'One Night', earlier this year, his grandfather had just died and he was drunk at a 
pat1y when he accidentally lost his friend's earring, and was then stabbed twice in the 
shoulder and chest by that friend. Luvuyo describes the stabbing as his 'final turning 
point', as it taught him to 'just calm down, to talk calmly to people, and just 
rationalise things'. He realised he had to integrate and transcend all his different 
personas, as 'I can't be this and this and that; I have to be this one person, 2411'. 
Luvuyo is engaged in the task of defining his own identity, to overcome the 
identities he feels are being imposed upon him. He has a complicated relationships to 
being Xhosa, as he's 'not really that rooted Xhosa, since I'm living in urban areas'. 
He speaks 'slang Xhosa' at home, and is more fluent in English from school. He feels 
'being urban contradicts' his traditions. In the interviews he spoke about how after 
his 'final turning point', he 'returned to my teachings'. His 'teachings' refer to a time 
at the end of primary school when he was engrossed by karate, and consequently read 
books on yin-yang, Karma and Buddhism. In connecting to these 'teachings', he 
realised that they were 'kind of similar to my thinking .. 1 don't understand my culture 
in depth, but 1 understand this in a way', and so for Luvuyo, the emphasis on balance 
and calmness in Buddhism is of more value in his daily struggles with violence. 
In constructing his identity, Luvuyo picks and chooses from whatever 
speaks to him in music, television or literature, yet this is all framed by his struggle to 
survive in the urban arena. The meanings within Buddhism and African-American 
hip-hop are activated in the particular context of his life, as they resonate with his 
experiences and aspirations. In identifying with Buddhist philosophy, he is claiming 
validity for his desire to be a different identity to that which young men in his home 










'all these contradictions, you have to choose which best suits your lifestyle. 
If s not like they all wrong and yours is the wrong one, but you have to 
choose the best one for you ... It's just a balance' 
As with Mbuyi, he is also balancing between many worlds, refusing to live 
conflicting identities, and is attempting to transcend the divisions that mark his life 












'My brother and them never had a I(fe like I had, and Ijust H'alll to be the 
best ill myfamilyjllst to ShOll' them an example (?fwhat their I(fe would hm'e 
been (f they never took the road ... that other path (?f taking wrong ji-iend\' 
and that. And nothing can stop me because I've been wirh nice people, nice 
family and everything. My dream is to be ill London with my brother and 
maybe get married to a nice ~'nglish girl, and I'd like to be a chartered 
accollntant, and I have afeeling nothing will stop me ' 
Peter's life is framed by the need to live the life his brother and other family 
members couldn't, through their having been brought up under apartheid (parents), or 
through their having made the wrong choices in life (brother and cousins). Coming 
from a very tight-knit family, his actions and goals are closely interwoven with the 
stories of his family members. His older brother was 'the fastest in Mitchell's Plain in 
athletics', yet he fell in with the wrong crowd, and was imprisoned briefly. After this, 
his parents sent the brother to family friends in London. Peter, the youngest in their 
family, has picked up where his brother left off, and has a successful athletics record, 
representing the Western Cape at national athletics finals. Speaking about his brother, 
and about his winning various races, were the moments in the interviews where Peter 
would become completely absorbed in his narrative and enact entire episodes of his 
life. Two stories in particular give insight into how Peter tells the story of his identity. 
The first story reflects Peter's connection to, and passion for, hip-hop, as it 
tells the story of his and his brother's life, and their community. He has 'MTV Base' 
at home, the MTV channel for hip-hop and RnB (Rhythm and Blues), which he 
watches everyday when he comes home. His favourite singer is the American artist 
Chris Brown ('He's the best l'), who's picture is the background image on his mobile 
phone. Peter describes how' America has the best music', and says he wouldn't listen 
to music ifit were not for American music, and hip-hop. He says 
'Your dreams is always to become like them. You have a daydream and 
you think 'Yohl What if! was to be like Chris Brown, and I'm singing l', 
and then you start singing in your mind like him'. 
Peter was inspired by Chris Brown in particular after having watched a film called 
'Stomp the Yard'. Peter told the story of the film as if he was telling the story of his 
own life, and recounted to me in detail every stage in the film's narrative. In the film, 
Chris Brown and his brother, DJ, are part of a premier hip hop dance group. After 










'And so OJ was determined to be everything that his brother was. His 
brother told him that OJ must go to school, and must grow up in a nice way 
and all that, like my brother told me.' 
After describing the various twists and turns in the plot, Peter described and enacted 
the climax of the film, doing some of the dance moves. OJ wins the tinal dance 
battle, and 'he was the best, and so they won l Now that's. I'm determined if I want 
to be the best in the sport or in the school, I'm determined that I will reach that l '. As 
with Luvuyo, Peter is inspired by the 'making it' narrative of hip-hop celebrities, and 
this film in particular deeply inspires him because it parallels the story of him and his 
brother. 
The focus of Peter's 'being the best' involves a great deal of attention to his 
body. Peter's 'body project' (Woodard, 1997) involves the cultivation of a muscular 
physique through playing sport, participating in the Panorama High beauty pageant, 
and wearing the latest 'styles'. Sport is the main focus of Peter's life The second 
story that Peter enacted was of a race at the national athletics finals that was 'going to 
determine if I'm the best or not the best'. Playing sport (which includes soccer, 
swimming and snooker in addition to the athletics), keeping fit, and pushing his body 
to the limits gives Peter a deep feeling of satisfaction, achievement and peace. Peter 
is very proud of his body, and enjoys participating in the school's beauty pageants. In 
the 2007 finals, the producer told Peter that he would enjoy the African Dream theme, 
as they were 'going to use my body and all that, show it'. Peter was 'Shaka' in the 
pageant, and he stood on a raised section at the back of the stage, holding a spear and 
shield, surrounded by girls, and with his well-oiled body on display: 'Sjoe I It was the 
best l '. 
Peter's attention to how he looks means that he is very style-conscious, and 
he argues that 'without styles in your life, your life wouldn't be exciting'. Peter wears 
his favourite 'G-Unit' (the US rapper 50 Cent's clothing label) jacket to school 
everyday, and likes 'name brands' because they're fashionable, but also because 'you 
don't want to be out .. nowall your friends have it, if you don't have it, they going to 
say he can't atford it'. Peter will scan the pages of magazines in search of inspiration 
from celebrities. He reads' You' magazine, skipping the South African section, to the 
international celebrity section at the back, looking at 'what clothes people have on, 
cos they stunning always, especially Usher, I like his style, that's like my style, he's 










and all that'. 'Formal' clothing shows he's a 'gentleman', who has 'respect for 
everybody around me'. He directly links this to not 'causing a fight'. If you have 
respect for yourself, and dress respectfully, people will respect you and therefore 
conflict can be avoided. This has formed a common theme in the narratives of the 
young men in the study, who have to manage their appearances in a way that will 
avoid cont1ict. 
Another way in which he protects himself against the gangsterism in his 
home community is by attending 'Youth' every Friday evening at his local church, 
'cos on a Friday night it's like gangsterism night, because everybody has money on a 
Friday so they rob people, so then that just keeps me out of the road, safe and in 
church'. He feels a close bond with all the other youth members, and they will sing 
together, pray together, read scriptures and play board games. Peter's sense of self is 
deeply connected to Mitchell's Plain. However, the final story that plays a role in his 
dreams for the future is that of his brother's marriage to an English woman. Peter told 
this love story with great dramatic effect, and his family feels that his brother, through 
securing a stable job and marriage, has built a success of himself in London. Peter 
hopes he will do the same. 
The way in which Peter narrated his life story to me suggests that he 
primarily experiences his subjectivity through his body. He literally performed each 
story in his narrative; he recalled the memory in his body and the telling of that 
memory required a physical replay of past events. This, combined with the fact that 
Peter never offered analyses of his experiences or of the world, even when asked, 
meant that he was actively presenting me with a straightforward storyline (and 
identity) with no complications or contradictions. In doing this, he was asserting his 
ability to control the image of his identity, so that it may fit into the narrative of his 












'My name is Undill'e 'Iindi' Rilnmni, and / am a YOlIJ7K woman H'hO has 
stf'l(KKled to li1'e a Itfe (!fhappi!1ess because (!lthe obstacles myfamily and I 
KO throliKh ' 
, / 'm black and I 'mfemale and I'm YOIl!1K and I'm Koi!1K somewhere' 
Lindi's life and identities are framed by struggle narratives: the struggle her 
life has been, the struggle of black people across the world, the struggle of being a 
woman, and the struggle of being poor. These are apparent from her identity box on 
page 67-68 (FigA-7). For Lindi, 'the most important thing for me is to know where I 
come from', and the story of her mother, her community, her country, as well as her 
own life, are what fuel Lindi' s determination to build a better life for herself and her 
future family. Lindi's mother had her at a young age and so Lindi was raised by 
relatives in a different city. The consequence was that Lindi had to learn to be 
independent and responsible for herself at a young age, and 'had to grow up before I 
even wanted to'. When speaking about a wealthier friend's background, Lindi 
remarked that 
, Prudence's background is quite light. It's not that difficult being Prudence. 
Like for me, I've lived a very difficult life since from birth, I have struggled 
a lot, a lot, a lot. but I don't. whatever I do, even if I fail, I don't say to 
God, 'oh God how could you do this')' just because I've struggled ... You 
must push ... you must push ... 
[Hits one hand with the other sel'eral times to emphasise perse I 'erance r 
Being Lindi is overcoming the many barriers that life presents, and doing it with 
strength, pride, and faith in God, as 'God did it on purpose to make me struggle in 
order for me to be successful in the future'. 
Being 'black' is very important to Lindi, who feels deeply connected to the 
experience of black people under apartheid. Lindi lives in Langa, the oldest 
'township' in Cape Town, and otten speaks with an 'old, old man' that lives near her. 
He tells her stories from the past, about living under apartheid, and when I asked her 
how that makes her feel, she said 
'Sometimes I cry you know, sometimes I do want to cry. Cos if we were 
living that time, I don't think we could have survived, because some of us 
are so small-hearted ... maybe some of us could have worked for the enemy 
because of wanting to live and not to die. ' 
This awareness of the sacrifices made by the previous generation weigh heavily on 










do well in school, a pressure which she exerts on herself without relief. For Lindi, 
being black means honouring the past and striving to achieve greatness: 
'All of the black people have struggled you know, and I know that some of 
us, we live in a better present than before, so being black to me is to honour 
the people who have passed away for me to live like this .. .it' shaving 
honour, it's having pride, it's having integrity, it's having everything man. 
Sarah, being black to me it's something powerful, it's something great, it's 
something that needs to be acknowledged by us. So being black to me it's 
amazing and 1 wouldn't change anything about myself and my blackness 
and my identity. ' 
Whilst Lindi feels like this, she is aware that many of her peers do not feel the same, 
and she expresses deep frustration at the people who don't acknowledge the past, and 
who instead focus on material gain in the future, who say 'I want to be a celebrity, I 
want to have this and I want to have that'. 
Lindi is very critical of consumer culture and the way In which money 
determines friendships in her school. People who assert their wealth, through 
expensive clothing or possessions such as i-pods and cell phones, frustrate Lindi as it 
'doesn't mean you better...doesn't mean you happy', it just means 'the other person is 
luckier than you are'. However, she acknowledges that these divides upset her and 
her friends, who 'all hang out because we can't afford things'. She tried to dismiss 
these feelings but her emotions were evident: 'I didn't ask for my life, I didn't ask for 
not having a cell phone, I didn't ask for not ... sometimes you know, it is sad, but 
sometimes you just, hayi suka ... I don't care'. 
Lindi describes Langa as a place with 'a lot of violence and hatred', in which 
she doesn't want to raise her family. Her brother is involved in a gang, and Lindi 
cannot be seen in their rival gang's territory, which is half of Langa, or 'they gonna 
hurt me and do all kinds of things to me you know, so I wanna, I wanna get away 
from that'. However, Lindi doesn't believe that there are any places left in South 
Africa, and in the world, that are not affected by violence. She believes that 'this time 
is the beginning of the end', and links this to the way in which the connection to the 
past, which many young South Africans are denying, cannot be severed as the effects 
of apartheid are' still rising': 
'We facing the judgement years and we're all going to get toasted [over the 
.fire] because of the mistakes we are doing and because of the mistakes we 
did [ ... ] Apartheid, it's forming, it's becoming ... something. It's repeating 
itself but it's repeating itself two times the way it was. So it's two times the 
problems, everything that's happening now, the way of thinking, the things 










struggk a lol more Vie might not SUrvl,~ We won't li,~ th~ y~ars thm our 
grandmother~ ~nd gr~at graTldm<llher~ lived, hecau'>e of the pre,sure of the 
probkm, I think we actually digging our own gra,e with th~ things thm we 
doing so we might not last So I think thl~ day and ag~ and now, if~ th~ 
end' 
rhis im~r\lew with Lindi was chillillg, as she described the trouble~ t;'cing h~r 
generation the gang culture, the teenage pregnancies, the drug and alcohol ahu~e, the 
hopele~'>ne,~, the HIV/AlDS deaths Whilst Lindi doe~ enjoy partying, sh~ i'> abo 
keeping her sights firmly fixed on iimshing school, so that ~he doe'>n't have to ,>it, 
unemployed, in 'e-loxion r ro.mshrp 1 staring m the ~un, each ~nd ~, eryday' 
Her twO rol~ model, are her mother, who she is hoping to live with next 
y~ar, and Oprah Winfrey Oprah is a figure thm looms large in the li\'es of all the 
remale participants Lindi descrihed Opr~h's 1& ~to'}', and compared it to her own 
Oprah',> ri,e Irom povcliy to extensive wealth i~ som~lhing Lindi want~ to ~mulale 
',he ha, changed her life in a very \CTy powerful way you know, and I want to do lhat 
too, I \Y~nt to JOps [IiiI'] my lif~, Ju,t run my lire around and hecome thi~ ama.dng 
person lh~t e\erybody i~ waning to "~e, waiting to lonk up to' She belie\e, that 
'South Africa is ~ cwnt'}' lS wailing lor u'> [pO/ll/', /0 ht'r.l'elj], ror peopk 
like us who have ~ VISion to Ju~t explode [,\"ap.'fi"xen "nul and becomo: 
this hug~, huge, very, \er'r intelligent count'}' with intelligent people fiut I 
think it ne~d~ that umph' thm boost ,0 I think it's waiting lor us to give it 
that boost' 
I indi is ,ery ke~n to lead an example to the people around her, ~nd this is the role she 
bt:liev~~ ,he play,> in changing the dark prophecy she laid out ~bove Being a woman 
p l ay~ a large part in thi'>, a, whil,t in the past they stmgglcd and 'women were treated 
liI.,e ,laves and men were ruling now males ~re loosing thelr greatnes~ and women ar~ 
gelling mor~ am~7ing each and e\'eT}'day' Whilst h~r mOlher didn't have the chance 
to tlni~h her education, Lindi bdieve~ that ' becau,e we live in democracy now' , it is 
up to h~r to take the initiative and 'do what~ver I want", a~ a per,on 's ' race' is no 
long~r a ddennining fae·tor in their i'uture (rdlecting the individualist discourses 
critiqu~d in Chapter 4) Lindi hopes to become a marine engineer, 
'So in t~n years I wanna he ~ c~ptam ofa slllp \\ith R55000 a monthl r>.ly 
own car and my house in Camp~ b~y or Clifton next to the be~ch. so when 
I' m lying in my bed I·m gonna see the sea S~ethe sunSt:t ' 
When ,he daydreams, it' s ne~rly always about driving her i'uture Audi A3 2.0 
<;tfuggle nanative, undel the rramework of(;od"s Will olTered a justification for the 
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'Whalel 'cr I am today /I'S because of me. I'm sull proud 'if IIIpdf Cm f 
could hare dOIle" {lI/ylhi,,).:. I could haw slarred dOli/X dru).:,. f ~"Ould lu1\"e 
done (lIIylhlllX bill I <fiJI/', and I lim ~'lroIlX clouXh ",somelllllt·s I ct)· 
hec(liIse I am ,,0 proud (if myselffor Ito! gelUlI)!. 1/110 Ihm /loW I 'I 'e found a 
SellSe of helo/lglllg Wllhlll my'"'1f /101 "'1111 people alld family, hecau"e of 
!!'hal hffP{Jened /'111 "lw<lY,' gOIlIl" kilo,," Ihat nobod)' ('lIrn Ihere. Your 
currelll sl/uUlion is nol )Vllr desliny -"0 you CWI mow bcyond lh<ll if )VU 
really WIIIII w. !.ike Ihe p,-'op"· who hlll'e hUrl me. I W<1l1i /0 f!S~ IIIK-we 
{hem. ' 
Esme's narrative is olle ,haped by trauma. 13cforc comilluillg with her ,tory, 
it ., importam 10 note that she has been In counselling for several years_ and 
cOllfldcntly ,peaks about hersell' and her identity, whICh i, "hy ~he w~s ~sked to 
bec·ome a participant Had ,he nnt been the ,trong individual ~he b_ or been m 
counselling, ! would have organised acce" to coufi>,elling and not c{mtinued with th~ 
imer\'iews. In the mtervie", we did not di>eu» her traumatic experien<;~~ , but ,poke 
about who she see~ herselr a, being, in South Africa and the world. Her identity i, 
inextricable Irom what she has gone through in ber lifc, which includes emotionaL 
phySlcal ~nd ,exual abu,c. as i, the case with many young South Ali'icans. Her 
childhood wa, e"tremdy unstable, as her parents neglected her and she oftcn livcd 
"ith ,trangcrs. or in a boarding hous~ 
Each side of her Identity box (Fig 8-11 , p~g~,> 71-72) w~~ a ~1ag~ In her 
lourney, from a ""ictilll ' , through ~ pew>d of conillct ~l>d self-help. to spiritual 
gro"1h, and finally to herselrnow and in the future: 'all gro"l1 up' , indepell(knt and 
"ucce~"rul Thi, was represcmed ill the colours that \\cm Irom dark~r to brighter to 
white. "hich ,h~ says was a process peoplc could see from th~ olm;i(le F.,me's 
inter~ction with others, her undemanding of her self and her idcntity, alld her elltlr~ 
wa) -of-beillg in the world are all shaped by and understood through these 
eXP<'''en<;~" and through the ' "piritual journey' slle ha, gonc through in ovcrcoming 
the drCCB ortrauma on hcr psyche Inside the box, F.,me put phot()gr~ph, oi'people 
that have inspircd her Lsme's narration of her ~piritual journey h her way or dealing 
with her past. ofTering her an idemity that can incorporate thc pain she has beell 










As WiTh other participants.. there would often be one or two n~rrati\'ts that 
"ere enacted in the interview that described criTical momelll~ in their livts which had 
changed how they saw and lIlteracted wiTh The ",orld For Esme, this wus on a YOlith 
leadership camp when she was fourteen That \\a~ Esme's 'tlifIling point" Sht 
describtd tht momtnt to me as if hvillg iT again, and des.;ribed how she had been 
blindfolded ~nd u,ked to trust thut those around her would catch her ",hell she fell 
b~ckwards ofT u tablt In btlllg ~blt to do this, Esme descrit>o;,d how she 'let go of iT 
[her '''lIIl] und it was so light, I ftlt so tree' Ihis was the first step in her 'journey' of 
'finding' her,tlf Sin~t then, Esmt has dtvtloped a very strong taith in God I laving 
been ruiled a Cathoh~, Ihe hus alwuys t>o;,lieved in God, but it was after overcoming 
the tr~uma of her past that she ha, decided to ~orllJnit hel life to the spiritual 
dtvelopment ofheJ'self~nd others, u, shown in htJ' 'I wants' li,l, In uppendix 4 
The fhlk)wing thought led Esme to becoming an avid reader, ofbooh that 
un,wer ,orne of the question, ~he has ubout life, death, (iod, sutTering, and humanity 
' I always Thought 'why' 5 everybody afraid of dying~·. becausc death is 
wmething th~t h~~ happened over the centuries, and people ale ,,{if/nOl used 
to it ok they'll ntver t>o;, used to death ~",~use of loosing loved ones, but it 
has happened so over centuries, then why you still bothered about iT? Then I 
though, ok, I need to read up on it' 
When I asked her where she feels tree, she said In school alld in the public library, as 
these arc places which takt her away from all htr problems, und where 'vou geT away 
fi'om everything at homt, and also becau,e I love working and learning and I'm so, 
someTimes I'm so greedy, wanting to IeUTll ""'w thing>' These booh urt p~rt of a 
growing body of spiritual stlt~help books, whi",h of Tel' an ~lternalive under<;tandinfl of 
'spirituality ', ~s advertised by Oprah, who, along with Mother 1 eresa, i, bme's main 
rok model Whilst these 'spirituality' products attraCT critique tor Turning splritual 
matters into ~onsumer goods, the impa",t thty huve had on Lsme's life is vast, and 
,,,ems pmitive bme medit~lC, and practice~ ~'oga which helps her negotiate the 
complex confliCTS in her tamily, as she moves beTween diflerent fumily hou,el >till 
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Esme has a complex rciationship to her perceived 'race', because her p~rent:; 
\v~re 'coloured'. and her rciation,hip with them is immensciy strained. Esme says sh~ 
"iii not defille f1ersdf by the colour of her skin, arguing ,h~t 'I wam people to see me 
for who J am and like I am, like the identity that they sec, not because I'm coloured so 
I'm like this, J don',like to bt: ddin~d like th~f Fsme find:; herself resisting lhe 
positions to which sh~ is being called bOlh by hn ' ov.n rdc~' , ~nd by other -races ' 
She _>ays she ,,,m'l be 'pre,sured by my o\vn race ' into bt:ing ~ c~rlain Iypo: ofpo:rson 
'I'm not going to do Ihings lhat Ih~y gOlng to do, or feel tfle s~me ways or 
h~ve the >;ame oplnions Ihey hav~ becalls~ I'm >;upposed to be a ' coloured ' 
aod I' m supposed 10 staod w,ith them _that doesn ' l make sense 10 me 
b~cause rm my o\\n person and I' m a individual. I'm not going to Idbd 
myself 
,eveml formative years of primM" school in a 'while Afrikaner ' . . 
community She describes how irrespective of hov,' sfle dciined f1ersdf, she V.a, 
' involved' in ~ process of reacting t.o people ' s perceplions ofht.'r' ' r~ce' -
'Becau,e other people knov.' or h~ve lhat stereolype or make those 
assumplions aboul my race, I w~s involved_ I fell under that same 11<1P 
because, nOw yOll ~ coloured and you in a whik communily. whdt do you 
possibly h~ve to ofrer? Fv~n thollgh I didn't lll1l,kr~tand th~t, aod I h~d 
nolhing 10 do "ith apartheid_ I was stlll drav.'n into it and j suffered the 
conso:quences of people who lived I don't knov.' how long ago _r had 10 
convince them that I'm not [coloured], ~nd don't tredt me like thdt bec~use I 
didn't do any1hing, you know It's \-cry difficlllt for them to llnderst~nd 
bc~au"~ lhdr p~rents probably told them storie, and noV. they thinking ok 
here com~> d coloured girl she probably canOl do this and that, so ,he's nOl 
going to be even regarded for thi:; , She can', be acknowledged, she ' s ~ 
coloured, she ' s not white ' 
Lsmc recognised th~ w~y ln "'hich par~nL~ lransmit th~ir rdcialised way's of seeing 10 
their children, which ~rrects hov. lhey Sl;ee her and in turn this affecls hov. she reacts, 
~nd Ih~rejore who she becomes 
Fsme lh~n mm·ed from this school to l'!'Otea High. and had to change her 
behaviour again to fil in, v.,hich was very difficlllt , -cos now I came from a slrictly 
white background dnd gelling iIllo a black culture' Even though she resists being 
I ~bdled ' coloured'> 1 h is docs not tr~nslatc into her dccon>lrudi ng >lCreotypes of other 
rdce" ~nd she spoke in very fixed terms about wh~t -white people ' dnd ' black ))':'ople' 
are like 
Ultimately, bme's spirituality and faith in God arc wlm dctinc her_ and 










thrt)u~h th is kn,,- and 11 W:lS r~marbt.le \(I Srt th~ ~Ispccli' e she has on her lift. her 
~"untr~ and th i" wurld, ~i"~n hcr ~()ung age, 8.$ shuwn on the fulluwing 'lUCIle: 
..... mh: Whal it's like I() he at thb m()mcnt in h ,~tul)', and in t h~ w1)ftd1 
1':..",,,: 1',~ Ihuub\ht aooul th,~ bd')I\:. bcC;lUSC 1 S{)<'nd :.0 lot of time "lotI(' 
nnd I just le! my mind go, I \\:ouldn't Wmlt this world 10 Ilc an} <.lIffcn:m It) 
"hat il is 10<.13). bccau:;c it has II hl1 of cWT)'thing;n;t. It 11a, pv\cn)'. and 
crim~, and ~.mn~s.', and happin~ss. and ~vcl)'thing thnt n humlln p<'s,ihJ> 












'I jusl wan/IO be,,,10 know. Jjusl wanlanswers Ihat's all. l 've ~OI so many 
qU<'.I'liorls in my h~aJ. 1.i1~\1 wanl a"sw~rs. That's basically me, a pa.I'f}rl 
whose wanlin~ an.\'MWS Ilrld I'm nOI g~lIing Ihem, Thill ju.\'l mllke,I' l11e 
(rustrated )~J1/ know' 
!30llgilili presents hirn",lI' a, a philosopher; h~ has mally <.ju~slioll' ilild 
th~ories alxlul why pt'ople are Ihe "a} lhey are, alloul re"lil)'. J>t'rc~plion ,,"d 
cxistenc~. and "bout I"ngu"ge. r..lcc "nd g~n(kr. lie h", bc~n 10 sc'~r..ll '~ry differ~nt 
>chool:;. und Ihis hm; comhilled wilh his pcrsi~lcnt ,-!lIc:;tioning to nlUkc him into" 
young man wh" i, dd~mline<llo filld oul wh;. Ihc world is thc way it i:;, Iii:; idemity 
box (bclow. Fig.12-lfi). ;rn;lead of presenting an image ofhirnsclf. rcJkels how h~ 
sc~s th~ worhl and how thai Jifl"cr~ frnm how he wanl~ Ihe world 10 1>.:. We liv~ ill a 
world oh<;cs~ed by celebrity. fashion and body image. and dominated Ily violcllc~. 
ROllgani wanl, a world where people treat each otocr with re~J>t'eL un: f""~ 10 spt'ak 
(heir mind~ and care fnr the platl<CL 
























Fig, 1(j: 'All myfi'ar;o.'alh vi me ' 
On the I!\~id.:: of l\onj:lani'S h,,, was an arlicle about gang \'ioiellcc.- in his h"mc 
~ommunity, "> nlbvlisin~ nil the Icar I", walks around ho lding insi<k him, I ;"ing ill 
I""r has c lliln~~d n(~ I~"ni' !; rel ~lion to the world and to O!hITS, and lhis l'; t...oginning 











Bongani attended primary school firstly in a coloured, working class area, 
then in a wealthy white school, and then in a very diverse school, racially and in terms 
of class. The first move was the hardest, and Bongani had to change his accent and 
attitudes very fast in order to fit into the 'high class' white environment. The school 
was in Johannesburg, and so the handful of black students were Tswana-speaking, 
which Bongani can't speak. As a consequence his friends were all white, and he 
developed an accent similar to theirs, for which he was teased by the black students, 
who called him 'white', a coconut' and 'chiz boy'. It was only upon moving to his 
last primary school that Bongani felt comfortable, as this school had 'all kinds of 
races', and fostered an environment of equality and acceptance. It was here that 
Bongani's adventures in 'dating other race groups' began, and with them, many 
questions for him about 'race' and behaviour. 
Bongani, as discussed on page 43, had initially preferred white girls as that 
was what he saw in the magazines and therefore 'what 1 thought you should be 
attracted to'. His first girlfriend was 'white', but then his secondary school had no 
'whites', so he began to date 'coloureds' (as opposed to 'black girls', because 'I know 
how they act, I've seen how they act. .. you know black chicks are just like so full 
of .. [trailed (dfJ'). However, 'coloureds acted like someone with no purpose', and 
were 'too easy to hook up with' so it wasn't a 'challenge', so he stopped. Bongani's 
dating antics were quite something to keep up with, but the racial element has since 
been toned down, as has Bongani's attitudes towards his own 'race', after a 'coloured' 
girl took him to task on his 'is it because I'm black' jokes that he would always make 
in class: 
'To me, honestly, 1 used to think um ... you have to be a certain type of race. 
If you this certain type of race you do certain type of things. But then I must 
say beginning of this year that whole race thing just wiped out of me 
because there's this one girl in my class who snapped and was like 'get over 
it, it's not all about that', 1 mean she really talked to me [ ... ] I always have a 
comeback for these type of things but I was just sitting there and listened to 
her. She does have a point, so ever since that day I never made a black joke 
again, cos I've really noticed that ok, everybody's the same. Have you read 
that book animal farm') It's pretty much like that. You rebel against a 
certain kind and in the end you see everybody's like that. The same person. 
Like when the pigs were human. That was basically when I realised 
everybody's just the same'. 
Being challenged for his language, and having the opportunity to discuss the issue 










The most significant turning point in Bongani's life has occurred because of 
the violence in his home community. His closest friend, who he went to creche with 
from the age of five, died after being stabbed in the heart by an acquaintance, after 
having accidentally kicked water onto the acquaintance's trousers. Shortly after this, 
Bongani and his friends were at a party and they got excessively drunk. He somehow 
stumbled home, but the next morning heard how another friend had been stabbed to 
death. He is now paranoid that he's next, because all of his friends have been in a 
violent fight, and both times it could have been him. 
Bongani lives everyday in a permanent state of fear, as well as guilt, and this 
is changing how he interacts with the world: 
'I just think just get it done, someone do something already you know, now 
when I walk home T keep a straight face, I don't make any expression, cos 
I'm just angry for people to stay away, I've developed that kind of facial 
expression for two years. That's reall y stopped me now. People tell me 1'm 
unapproachable because I always look so angry at the world ... .I've shut 
down emotionally ... You show one ounce of weakness and maybe that'll be 
your downfall. I don't show any emotion at all'. 
He describes how he finds it hard 'to be a nice person' because of the anger he is 
walking around with, and because he is 'trying to be tough'. This has led to a 
break with his former passion for hip-hop, which has led to profound changes in 
his identity. He says that now 'actually I do get by; instead of listening to rap I 
listen to rock'. 
Bongani remembers the exact day when his radio, which was normally 
tuned to MetroFM, was playing up and he accidentally tuned into Five FM and 
heard a song by the punk rock band Blink 182. Bongani 'couldn't get this song 
out of my mind', and he thought 'this is rock, how could 1 possibly like this 
thing?!', but since then his radio has stayed tuned to FiveFM, and he describes 
how it has helped him cope with his troubled environment: 
'1 think rock has helped me to at least to ease the pain because if I had to 
listen to rap I would have been like probably a gangster by now, cos when 1 
listen to rock it puts me in another place, not a violent place. Ok some songs 
I do like cos it's loud, but I just scream to it cos that's how I let it out, let out 
the anger' 
However, this has caused him problems with his friends, and has, in conjunction with 











'Now they're saying I'm not black enough cos I'm listening to rock ... l 
mean rock like identifies me as a person. People have different identities, 
they choose to listen to that because of this and that, and 1 chose to listen to 
rock because that's really me, it tells my life I told them that, they like 'no 
man, you must listen to hip hop' ... Cos if you a black person and you listen 
to that I mean ... really its ... and if you living where I live then noooo ... but 
I've managed to convince this other friend, and he really likes it also' 
One of his many theories is that if gangsters listened to rock 'there would be no more 
violence', because hip-hop has no message anymore, and rock makes you think, so if 
you are about to shoot somebody and you think about it then you won't do it. 
Bongani describes himself as someone who is 'into exploring new things', and 
identifies himself as against his 'mainstream' friends, who continue to live their lives 
in the same way. 
Bongani IS infuriated by the way in which many of those around him, 
including his family, do not question their religious beliefs. He believes that many of 
the events in the Bible are metaphors, and that there are simply too many unanswered 
questions with regard to 'this whole God thing'. He has a complex theory about 
perception, existence, and reality, where he believes that the world only exists in each 
of our minds and we have separate realities that we construct for ourselves in our 
imaginations: 
'I'm the only person in the world right, where everything I'm seeing is in 
my imagination. Like if we're in this room now, Adderley Street does not 
exist. It sounds weird but ... It only exists when I'm there ... No offence but 
it's like you're not here, it's just a figment of my imagination. Even when I 
touch something, just, I mean if you think about it, let's say I see the colour 
blue. Do you see it the same way') Like if I taste something, do you taste it 
the same way') And that whole thing how did language become what it is' 
Bongani's questioning of what those around him take for granted allows him to see 
many of the contradictions that structure our world, though it often leaves him 
infuriated. This has become his identity, one which he claims for himselt~ and which 











Chapter 6 - Emerging Identities 
Identity as a 'process of becoming' (Hall 1996) is clearly evident in the 
narratives of Mbuyi, Luvuyo, Peter, Lindi, Esme and Bongani. Their stories show 
hOlv they have become who they are at this moment in time, yet also show the way in 
which each individual is occupying many different positions simultaneously, with 
complex negotiations taking place depending on the space that they are in, and who 
they are interacting with. The pain of confusion and exclusion, the joy of finding 
others with similar perspectives and feeling like you belong, and the psychological 
effects of these processes revealed the depth at which such struggles take place, and 
the impact they have on emotional well-being. There is a tension that shapes all of 
their identities, and this is between the discourses that locate them in certain positions, 
and their resistance to these. Through their narratives, we see them interact with and 
negotiate their way through these locations with agency and creativity. 
Identity as a performance, and a performance dependent on the audience, 
was also apparent from the narratives. In telling me the stories of their lives, the 
participants had the opportunity to present me with whatever elements of their 
identities they chose. A striking difference was between how the young men 
presented their narratives, compared to the young women. Mbuyi, Emse and Lindi 
opened up as many questions for themselves as I did for them. The young men 
'performed' more, were less self-reflexive in the interviews, and were more clearly 
concerned to present me with a certain image of themselves. This may be because of 
the sustained performances they enact in the context of violence they live in, as well 
as the fact that they had the full attention of a woman. 
Across the narratives, the primary, and often only, claiming of a racial 
identity was in connection with the past, and all participants acknowledged their 
strong connection to the struggles of family members under apartheid. In particular, 
'being black' was constituted through emotional connections to the struggle of the 
older generation. These young men and women were born at the end of apartheid, yet 
it is clear how much their experience is part of a continuation of the discursive world 
of apartheid. The institutional culture of the schools aims at assimilation into the 
'white English-speaking' model, whilst the students call each other to occupy the 










However, their bodies are 'always-already marked' (Henriques, 1998:xv) in 
complex ways, which means that the boundaries between them are far from 
straightforward. Children now move between difTerent racialised schooling 
environments, and this had profound effects on the shaping of their habituses. 
Children who have been transported from one residential area to another, as their 
parents have searched for work, are bringing these other places with them, and the 
effects these places have had on psychological and bodily practices: how they speak, 
how they carry themselves, what they wear, how they think, and what they believe in. 
Meanings are increasingly being confused, particularly in a transitory site such as the 
centre of Cape Town. DifTerent and contradictory racial signifiers overlap on the 
same bodies, causing contlict as some students police each other into categories, 
whilst others are forced to resist, as they cannot erase the marks of their personal 
histories. Accents are a primary site on which conflicting racial signifiers are being 
negotiated. 
Upon attending a 'white' school in Johannesburg, Bongani had to quickly 
change the 'coloured' accent he had acquired in primary school, in order for him to fit 
in with his new, white, friends (as he couldn't become friends with the Tswana 
students 'cos it's pretty difficult to talk English to someone who's black', if you also 
are). As Mbuyi moved from primary school, where she had been the only black 
student, to Panorama High, her 'white' accent resulted in her alienation from the other 
Xhosa-speaking girls at the school. Her tongue had not learnt to speak English the 
way the others girls had ('I just accidentally grew up with this accent') and so she was 
confronted with the question 'why aren't you like us')' Who they met as they moved 
through different schools and communities, and how these new people responded to 
them as embodied individuals in bodies 'always-already marked' determined the path 
which their identities would take, in conjunction with the way in which they reacted 
to this gaze and judgement. The consequence is that racial meanings are consistently 
being reconfigured, resisted and subverted. 
Power does not determine but instead il?/Illellces choices for action 
(Crossley, 1996). Mbuyi's 'friends' bullied her on account of her accent and 
attitudes, and she could have remained with that group of friends, attempting to please 
them as their assertions of power demanded, and as she saw other girls doing. 
However, she decided to distance herself from them, and slowly developed a close 










bullied. Hall (1996) argues that the question of identity arises at the interface between 
the subject and the discourses in which they are embedded. It is therefore a question 
of the point at which disciplinary regulation of the self stops, and the individual's 
assertion of their own identities begins. Mbuyi was able to step outside of the 
blackness to which she was being called by her friends to define her own, and non-
essentialist, sense of what it meant to her to be black. Bongani, Luvuyo and Lindi 
were engaged in similar internal dialogues. Peter and Esme resist attempts by others 
to draw them into being 'coloured', though Esme with considerably more force. 
Therefore, whilst their discursive environment is structured along apartheid 
categorisations, discursive 'slippage' has increased due to increased movement across 
formerly segregated spaces, and this has brought with it increased resistance, on the 
part of individuals, to being 'fixed' into certain locations. It appears that the subject 
has more freedom in relation to discursive location, at least in their internal worlds, 
than the research by Dolby (2001) and Soudien (2007) indicates. Even though bodies 
are separated according to perceived 'race' in the schools, individuals are feeling less 
and less comfortable with, and within, racialised groupings. These individuals are 
constantly asserting their sense of themselves against others' ideas of who they are or 
should be. 
In these narratives, questions of identity emerged when the feeling of 
belonging was disrupted, primarily through others' perceptions of difference, as was 
the case in the narratives of Mbuyi, Esme and Bongani. These narratives show the 
way in which identities are constructed through emotional and relational conflict. 
This resonates with Crossley's (1996) emphasis on the intersubjective nature of 
identity, and with Henriques' (1998) breakdown of the way in which bodily, relational 
and emotional entanglements work on identities. 
Belonging can also exists in the purely imaginative realm, as a sharing of 
meaning alone (Crossley, 1996), not requiring space, conversation or physical 
interaction. The meanings held within different imaginaries were activated in the 
specific contexts of each participants' life, and had a profound effect on their 
identities. The joy of identification that individuals felt upon seeing, hearing or 
reading something that resonated with their experiences accounted for the deep 
connections that all participants had either to a style of music or, in Esme and 
Luvuyo's cases, an alternative spiritual world. It is these connections, many of which 










important parts of themselves. As argued by Giddens (1991), the 'phenomenal world' 
of the individual in modern society has been completely transformed, and 
transnational imaginaries have come to form key sites of belonging across continents. 
Whilst they look out at the world from bodies that (some are aware) are 
'raced', and automatically read 'race' off others, the internal and imaginary worlds of 
these individuals are interconnected through their drawing upon similar imaginative 
reservoirs. All these young, urban South Africans have daily access to television and 
radio, and are saturated in thousands of images and sounds conveying a wide breadth 
of ideas, aesthetics and lifestyles. Eyes and ears are critical to emerging forms of 
identity in South Africa, and Nuttall and Michael (2000) emphasise the senses in their 
discussion of contemporary cultural patterns in South Africa They are the post-
modern strollers of which Bauman (1996) speaks, individuals browsing the global 
media market place for that which appeals to their senses, and that which resonates 
with their own stories and experiences. Whilst many of the young people in this 
research do not have the money to consume many of the products that entice them, 
seeing and hearing these imageries is not expensive by television or radio, and 
imagination is without boundaries. In sharing access to similar pools of inspiration, 
they are making new connections across old borders, consciously and unconsciously. 
There are three imaginative realms that are informing how these individuals 
are remaking themselves, reworking their identities until they find something that 
'fits' This research confirmed the assertions by Crossley (1996), Hall (1996), 
Henriques (1998), Motsemme (2002), Nuttall (2004a) and Shotter (1993) about the 
critical role that the imaginative realm, and the imaginative resources available, play 
in the construction of identities. 
Firstly, all the individuals interviewed spoke about the amount of inspiration 
and strength that their favourite types of music gave them, and about how they 
identified with particular songs and singers. The two worlds that appeal the most are 
those of hip-hop and rock music, both of which, however commercialised they may 
be today, emerge out of rebellion against systems of power, and echoes of this 
resistance resonate with the experiences of these individuals today. Hip hop speaks to 
(globalised) racialised oppression, and life in the ghetto/township. Rock appealed to 
those that felt frustrated by 'mainstream' society and values. The young men in 
particular incorporated these sounds and styles as the primary elements in their self-










different mean1l1gs 111 the South African context, and in the specific contexts of 
individual lives, and therefore are indeed given 'new meaning' (Salo, 2004:6), and 
'transfigured' (Nuttall, 2004a:449) in these narratives. 
Secondly, as shown by Motsemme (2002), spirituality forms a deep 
'reservoir' for many of the participants, helping them face the hardship of their 
everyday lives. This is both in the form of formal religious institutions and individual 
explorations of spiritual issues, which is aided by discussions in the media. The three 
young women in particular framed their lives within a spiritual narrative. 
Thirdly, all participants used the 'reservoir' of their imagined futures as a 
source of inspiration and strength, and identity. How they saw themselves in the 
future is an important part of who they are today. Here we come to the most common 
themes across all the narratives: a 'struggle' narrative of their pasts complemented by 
a 'making it' narrative for the future. This symbolises the position they occupy in the 
narrative of South African history, where they are bridging two worlds. Most of the 
participants are facing daily struggles against violence and poverty, the social and 
economic legacy of apartheid: in order to claim a positive identity for themselves they 
have to reach into the future, when they will have seized the opportunities available to 
them that their parents never had, and built a new world for themselves. They do this 
through constantly assessing material goods around them, on billboards, TV screens, 
and passers-by, and discussing which they will own (except for Esme). This reflects 
much more than a desire to join the global middle class. In claiming these futures for 
themselves, these individuals are asserting their right to be considered part of the 
'rainbow nation' today, even though they do not have the resources to access it 
materially, as argued by Salo (2004) in her research in the Cape Flats. It is here that 
racialised boundaries are destabilised. The imagined futures of these young South 
Africans are in the same 'non-locatable' (Shotter, 1993) aspiratory imaginary, which 
exists only in their minds, yet is of a similar texture in all of their minds. 
It is here that Freeman and Brockmeier's (2001) point about the way 111 
which moral values are woven into narratives is critical. They argue that 
autobiographical narratives are 'inseparable from normative ideas of what life is, or is 
supposed to be, if it is lived well'. These young people, in telling the stories of their 
lives, and telling the stories of future successes, are representing what they believe 
constitutes a "good life", which reflects the options that are available to them, as 










for bodily security, in terms of good health and freedom from crime. However, they 
desire a life beyond survival and comfort, and the common theme was of 'making it' 
and being able to obtain the material luxuries they see a privileged minority enjoying; 
attaining these goods implies one has worth, and has been successful in life. 
Carbaugh (2001) wrote of the importance of identifying what cultural philosophies 
and values underpin narratives, and what assumptions are being made about how a 
person should and should not live. Whilst they are transforming the discursive and 
imaginative resources available to them in empowering ways, national and global 
networks of power relations define what these very resources will be, not only directly 
in terms of the content of radio, television and magazines, but also in terms of broader 
societal values. From these narratives, one can see that these young people are 
located within a capitalist society in which liberal values dominate, and this structures 
not only behaviour, but the very framework within which the idea of'a person', and a 
'good' person, is conceptualised. As argued at the end of Chapter 4, this framework 
is 'raced', yet the narrative analysis has allowed us to see the complex and myriad 
ways that racialised meanings are being negotiated and remade on the site of the 
individual. 
These young individuals continue to hold the 'fractures of the past' in their 
psyches (Soudien, 2007: 152). They are living not only 'entanglements with 
whiteness' (Erasmus, 2000a:388), but entanglements with blackness, colouredness, 
and the broken machinery of 'race thinking' (Erasmus, 2005) that apartheid instituted. 
Strauss (2004:30) argues that creolisation 'is about the ability to piece together, from 
situation to situation, conflicting cultural messages into identity performances that are 
sustainable and enabling', and this is exactly what these young people are doing, with 
startling confidence, though not without pain. This pain comes from negotiating, and 
deciding how to react to, the tension between the conflicting positions they are being 
called to by family, friends and other students, by the institutional culture of their 
schools, and by the cultural currents they identify with in popular culture and the 
media. Drawing on Glissant's conceptualisation of creolisation that Erasmus (2000a), 
Nuttall and Michael (2000) and Strauss (2004) employ, which 'signifies a continual 
process of cultural exchange that moves beyond the mere synthesis of two distinct 
cultural poles' (Strauss, 2004:29), I argue they are not the hybrid product of 
constructed binaries (black/white, global/local, modern/traditional, Western/African), 










Images and identities that speak to them, creatively constructing a picture of 
themselves that speaks to their complex experiences, in opposition to discourses and 
people that seek to 'fix' them. Narrative constituted the action of claiming different 
identities and explaining the presence of them all. Through narrating their life 
experiences, the participants sought to make sense of their identities, for themselves 
and for me, and locate themselves in time, space and society. 
Conclusion 
'You know nobody ever wants to listen to me because a lot of grown ups 
when I speak they don't listen because 'this is a child, what does she know'. 
Nobody gives me the chance to just speak and just to ... to tell you what I 
think, and what are my ideas and thoughts, and this really gave me an 
opportunity to really bring out what I think and, you know really it was nice' 
(Esme 2) 
When I asked the participants how they felt about the interviews, all spoke 
of how they had enjoyed the chance of taking a step back to think about themselves 
and the many issues that affect them. As shown in the article that Bongani placed 
inside his identity box, 'youth' are frequently portrayed in the media as a source of 
many of the countries current problems, particularly regarding crime. Mbuyi said, 
when referring to the problem of racism in Panorama High, that' as long as nobody' s 
talking about anything and nobody's breaking down things to us, then we'll never 
ever grow, we just gonna stay in that one place forever', and that 'the day we get over 
our sensitivities' will be the day that South Africa begins to change. With over half of 
South Africa's population being under the age of 25 (Statistics South Africa, Census 
2001), and with the great challenges these young people face as they prepare for the 
future, it is vital to create a climate where young people are given a space to ask 
questions without judgement, where their voices are heard and treated with respect 
In addition, there is the responsibility to generate media and language that speaks to 
and expresses the complex new ways-of-being that they are living. 
Whilst they are indeed living behind racialised boundaries, within these 
boundaries there are many conflicting identities, and the individuals in this research 
are frequently challenging these boundaries. It appears that many more cracks and 
contradictory currents have developed since the research by Dolby (2001), Erasmus 
and De Wet (2003), and Gooskens (2006). The proliferation of discursive and 










providing them with new mtimaclCs and allegianccs that arc cn~bling thcm to 
negotiate nc\v ways-of-being in the world, as thcy allcmpt to gencraTc an integrated 
sensc ofthcmsclvcs lhc focus groups and individual intcrviews reve~lcd thc c,tcnt 
to which thes.e students, locatcd at the interscction of many pathways (social, 
hi,toncal, and global) arc continllally having to ask thcmselvcs qucstions about who 
they arc and lI'antto be Ihc myriad ways in v,hich young South Africans arc making 
sense of who they are 1S apparent /Tom these six narr~ti"es, fi-om SlX young 
individuals in a >chool-going population of 12,5 million (Soudicn, 2(07) 
What bec~mc ~pp~rent through the rcsear~h \.\as th~t the di,'crgent paths 
which the <dentity n~rraTi"es of young SOllth Afi-icans follow depend on hov" they ~re 
histOrically situated, m~tenally ~nd dis<:ursi\'ely; \.\·hat dis<;our'>e<; are operating to 
opprcss and empo\.\cr Thcm, and how They lntcract wiTh these; what networks ofsoc1al 
and personal relations they are embedded within and how thi, inter,ubje<:tivity 'hapes 
their lifeworlds: and the identity narratives they plot for them'>el .. e" in light of the 
.nter~dion between their positioning and the proliferation of imaginative and 
discursive resourccs to whidl they have a~ce'>S Identity i, proce,',llIa/ ~nd i1arralll'~, 
continllally construded by and between ,ubjects as they make ,en,e of the world 
~round Them ~nd their po,ition within it, and as di,courses become interconnectcd 
with imagination Identity speaks 10 thc gap betwecn how individuals arc 
'summonctl' into positions, and how they 'fashion. ,tylise. produce and 'pelforrn ' 
these positions, and why they never do!.O completely' (Hall, 19%. 14) It is through 
the stories we tell ollrselve, to make ,~n,>e oJ: and cope with, our situation inlifc that 
we corne to temls I,ith and negotiate our multiple positionings. in the cffon to 
~onstrud a wherenL and empowered. sell' and idemitv 
Whil'>t these young South Africans arc carrying WiTh Them, and msidc them, 
the legacy of aparthcid and apanheid ways of Thinking. when speaking from their 
cxpericncc. in ans\.\crmg questIOns ~bout their hfe-worlds. it bec~me dear how 
complex their under,>landings were of how' race' and POI, er had Ilorkcd agai nst thcm 
in the1r lives Identity tor them IS an open question, one which they are exploring 
wilh great fervour, and not a '>mali amount of playfulness_ as shown in thc neXT photo. 
where one pan,c1pant ~~me to >choul w·ith half her hair in an afro above her ~ye-hrow 










Fig 17.- A/i"ul jlUnk haintylinf.!. 
The individlml, I in(ervicw~d hold wi(hin th~m u burning brigh(ness, lIS (h~y refu><' to 
let their hlSlorie, hold (hem back. Thes<: individuuls ar~ lurbulently involved in the 
reflexive prnj~ct Oflhc self-identity (Gidd~ns, 1991). N~w sprn:es UTe opening up ill 
(heir mlDd~. through lhc access th~y now hav~ to rmny different ways of imugining 
(hemseIY~s. and th~y arc ~comillg incr~a,ingly conli<.knt in (he (a,k of heing 
tll<'m><,lves Viith the many strands of their experiences and dreams, th~y are "~avillg 










Appendix I: Consent form and information sheet 
Youth Identity in South Africa 
I, Sarah Jones, am currently undertaking research for my Masters thesis in 
Diversity Studies, at the University of Cape Town. I moved here two years 
ago from London, as I wanted to live and study in South Africa. I am 
interested in how young South Africans understand who they are, where they 
are coming from, and where they want to go. Having done focus groups in 
schools, I now want to work closely with 5-6 individuals so that I can gain a 
deeper understanding of their identity issues. 
I would like to invite you, with your consent and the consent of your legal 
guardian, to join me in a conversation about your life and your identity. I 
believe that this process will offer you a space for reflection on your life, and a 
chance to express who you are and want to be. This process might be 
challenging, but will hopefully prove rewarding. 
Below is an outline of what I hope we can do together: 
• an introductory interview where we get to know each other and talk 
about your life history 
• a morning/afternoon where we work on 'identity boxes' as a group, 
which is a process where you represent yourself through art 
• a second interview to talk about some of the things you have been 
reflecting on 
And also the following options: 
• for closure on the process and as a thank you from me, we could work 
on photographic portraits of yourself in a location of your choosing, 
which you can keep as something to remember this time in your life 
• If you would like it might be nice to keep a journal for this period, as I'm 
sure it will raise some important questions for you 
In this process, you can ask me any questions about myself and the research. 
You will remain anonymous in the research, unless we decide together that 
you would like for your photographs to be in the research. Your real names 
will not be used; we can come up with alternative names together. 
On the next page is a consent form. You can let me know at any point if you 
no longer wish to be a part of the project, or if you or your guardian have any 
questions/doubts. My contact details are below. 
Look forward to working with you! 
Sarah Jones 










Youth identity research consent form 
1. I agree to participate in this research project 
2. I have read this consent form and the information it contains 
and had the opportunity to ask questions 
3. I agree for the interviews to be recorded and for the 
information to be used in Saran Jones' Masters degree 
thesis, and other articles which she may publish 
4. I understand that I will remain anonymous and my real name 
will not be used in the publications 
5. I understand that the photo will only be used in the research 
if I would like them to be 
6. I understand that I am under no obligation to participate in 
this project 
7. I understand I have the right to withdraw at any stage 
Signature of Participant _______________ --'-
Name of Participant ________________ -----'-
Signature of Guardian: _______________ _ 
Name of Guardian: _________________ --=-
Signature of researcher: _______________ _ 











Appendix 2: Focus b'TOllP interview schedule 
School 
I. What's it like being at this schooP 
2. What areas do you come from'? What was it like vvhen you first came here'? 
3. What do you like about this school" 
4. What don't you like about this school') 
5. What different groups are there in school'? 
6. Where do the different groups hang out'? 
7. How do the different groups interact with each other'? 
8. What other differences are there'7 
9. Who is 'cool' at schoo\'? How do you feel about that'? 
Friendship and tastes 
10 How would you describe your group of friends" 
I I. Where do you hang out'? 
12. What do you most like doing" 
13. What type of a) music, b) magazines, c) movies, d) clothes, e) books do you 
most like'? 
14. What do you most like about them') 
15. Who do you admire and look up to" Who do you most respect" 
16 What is most important to you each about who you are'7 
17. Could you tell me why you feel so strongly about those parts of your 
identities'7 
South Africa 
18 How do you think your school life is different from that of your parents'7 
19. How different do you think South Africa is now to when your parents were 
growing up'? 
20. Do you feel a part of the 'rainbow nation'" 
21. Would you define yourself racially, or not" Do you think your 'race' affects 
how other people see you" 
22. Do you think 'race' matters to your generation, to how you relate to each 
other" 
23. How do you feel about being South African" 
24. Do you think you'll live and work in South Africa" 
25. What are your thoughts on what the future will look like here'7 











Appendix 3: Individual interview questions 
The following is a list of all the questions asked of each individual interview 
participant over two interviews. The first interview focused more on their life story, 
and the second was an exploration of certain key aspects of their identities that arose 
in the first interview, as well as an exploration of broader topics. 
I want to know what the most important parts of being 'you' are. 
What is the story you would tell of your life? 
TeIl me about experiences that have made you who you are. 
What aspects of your identity are most important to you? How would you describe 
yourself") 
When and where do you feel most happy? 
When do you feel like you are free to be yourself'7 
When do you feel frustrated? 
Inspiration and interest: 
What have you been thinking a lot about recently? 
What gives you inspiration? 
Who do you look up to? 
Are there any characters or celebrities in books, on TV or in films who you identify 
with and have thought 'yes, that is me'? 
What do you look forward to each week, or in general, what do you get excited about? 
What are you reaIly obsessed by, or interested in? 
What clothes are you into at the moment? 
Where do you get inspiration for what you wear? Whose/what style do you most like? 
What do you watch on TV? 
What music do you most like? Why? What does it mean to you? 
What's the coolest thing you've seen this year? 
School: 
How did coming to this school change you? 
Who holds more power in the school, amongst the students, and why? How is power 
negotiated? 
What is it like being amongst students who are of different backgrounds to you? 
What are the stereotypes of 'black' and 'coloured' students at this school, about how 
they will act and what they will like? 
In what ways do you not fit into these stereotypes? How do you resist these 
stereotypes? 
Do you have friends of other 'races'? 










What different styles are there in schoo)'7 
Does class affect how students interact':' 
South Africa: 
Could you teIl me about something you saw recently that really struck you and made 
you change how you think about the world':' 
You are preparing what's called a time capsule. It's a egg-shaped capsule that we're 
going to bury deep underground so that in a hundred or thousand years, we don't 
know, people are going to dig it up. How would you describe this time in the world 
and in South Africa to them':' How would you describe your place in it':' 
What does it mean to be a South African':' 
Do you feel a part of the rainbow nation':' 
How do you feel when you watch South African 'soapies'':' 
What effect do you think 'race' has had on your growing up':' 
Would you defIne yourself raciaIly':' Do you think your 'race' affects how other 
people see you':' 
What does being 'black'/ 'coloured' meant to you':' How do you feel about being 
'black't coloured' ') 
When have you felt 'boxed' or 'labelled'':' 
Do you think 'race' matters to your generation, to how you relate to each other':' 
How often do your parents talk about apartheid':' How does it make you fee)'7 
What do you feel like you are carrying from your parents':' 
What thoughts do you have on the future of South Atrica':' 
Imagination: 
When you catch yourself day-dreaming, what are you thinking about':' 
When do you feel free':' 
If there was nothing to stop you, not that there is, where and what kind oflife would 
you build for yourselfJ 
You are dreaming about your perfect day- what happens in it':' 










Appendix 4: Participants 'I wants' lists 
Mbuyiselo 
1. I want pure joy 
2. I want spiritual enlightenment 
3. I want to pass with 70% or higher 
4. I want to get a good tertiary education 
5. I want to change the world 
6. I want to change myself 
7. I want self-confidence 
8. I want to do the right thing according to God's eyes 
9. I want to do what's right according to me 
10. I want to live my life according to me 
] ]. I want wisdom 
12. I want my soul to be at peace 
] 3. I want to be sure about my future 
]4. I want to receive distinctions at the end of the year 
] 5. I want to be successful 
16. I want to work hard 
17. I want to dream big and make these dreams come true 
18. I want to be a better person 
] 9. I want to grow 
20. I want to stop looking for approval by people 
21. I want to be a stronger, wiser and more faithful woman 
22. I want to be ME! 
Luvuyo 
I. I want to be a rich person 
2. I want to be a grand hustler 
3. I want to be an eternal learner of the M.O.B teachings 
4. I want to be a shrewd person 
5. I want to own stuff 
6. I want to make a name for myself 
7. I want to be among the best 
8. I want to achieve stuff 
9. I want to start a franchise 
10. I want a fami ly (20 years time) 
11. I want to fast forward time 
12. I want to rewind time 
] 3. I want to be a Kayne West fan forever 
14. I want to be involved in important stuff 
] 5. I want to be a role model to someone 
16. I want to perfect my talent(s) 
17. I want to be more open- have a bigger circle of friends 
18. I want to know when to lead and when to follow 










I want ... 
To have a good life 
To be successful 
To be happy 
To be more wiser 
To have everything I need 
Lindi 
To have the ability to have everything 
To have the potential to become everything 
To be rich 
To be accepted 
To accept the things I cannot change 
To have the wisdom to change the things I can 
To leave a trail of who I am to other people 
To love and cherish the ones I love 
To be uplifting to others 
To set an example 
To inspire others 
To motivate 
To be acknowledged 
To create beautiful and intelligent things 
To be honoured for the work I do 
To be a good person and friend 
Esme 
I. I want to help people spiritually 
2. I want to study and do religious teachings and spiritual teachings and in this 
way I would like to help people 
3. I want to dedicate my whole existence and my whole life to people. 
4. I want to get married and have two children. 
5. I want my husband to have the same vision as I do. 
6. I want to inspire people to be great. 
7. I want to be financially stable (comfortable life) 
8 I want to love people, because if you love yourself then you can love others, 
because even just showing that love to someone can be enough to save that 
person's life. 
9. I want to change the world and save the world (try) 
10. I want to give people everything that their heart desires till the day I die. 
11. I want to live because life is beautiful. 
12 I \vant to see the beauty in people (the gift in everyone). 
13. I want nothing for myselfbut everything for others. 
14. I want to influence people's lives with God in me. 
15. I want people to see God in me. 
16. I want to have a forgiving heart. 
17. I want to live a purposeful live, and this is a purposeful live within God 












1. I want to live past SO. 
2. I want to try to be a faithful person. 
3. I want the 2010 world cup to actually happen. 
4. I want to retire at the age of 40. 
5. I want to travel the world. 
6. I want the South African government to stop its corruption. 
7. I want every black gangster to listen to rock music. 
S. I want to be in a rock band. 
9. I want to be left alone to do things my way. 
10. I want my school career to end. 
1 I. I want my girlfriend to be more broad-minded. 
12. I want to be in a normal relationship. 
13. I want to have children with one woman only. 
14. I want to get married by the age of 30. 
15. I want to start a family by the age of30. 
16. I want another chance at getting Simphiwe. 
17. I want my family to stop acting as if they are better than everyone else. 
IS. I want our national cricket team to stop choking at major tournaments. 
19. I want Liverpool to win the league. 
20. I want black people not to be given too much power. 
21. I want to fall in love again. 
22. I want to stop feeling depressed about nothing specific. 
23. I want to get a glimpse of my future self. 
24. I want to be remembered for being an individual. 
25. I want to get drunk, without consuming alcohol. 
26. I want to be with Xoliswa for a very long time, as long as possible. 
27. I want to find out if God really exists. 
2S. I want to know if the bible tells the truth. 
29. I want girls from the age of 15 and under to be all virgins, above 15 not to be. 
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